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Abstract
Clouds play a key role in the Earth-atmosphere system as they reflect in-
coming solar radiation back to space, while absorbing and emitting longwave
radiation. A significant challenge for observation and modeling pose cumulus
clouds due to their relatively small size that can reach several hundreds up to a
few thousand meters, their often complex 3-D shapes and highly dynamic life-
cycle. Common instruments employed to study clouds include cloud radars,
lidar-ceilometers, (microwave-)radiometers, but also satellite and airborne ob-
servations (in-situ and remote), all of which lack either sufficient sensitivity or
a spatial or temporal resolution for a comprehensive observation. This the-
sis investigates the feasibility of a ground-based network of hemispheric stereo
cameras to retrieve detailed 3-D cloud geometries, which are needed for valida-
tion of simulated cloud fields and parametrization in numerical models. Such
camera systems, which offer a hemispheric field of view and a temporal reso-
lution in the range of seconds and less, have the potential to fill the remaining
gap of cloud observations to a considerable degree and allow to derive criti-
cal information about size, morphology, spatial distribution and life-cycle of
individual clouds and the local cloud field.
The technical basis for the 3-D cloud morphology retrieval is the stereo
reconstruction: a cloud is synchronously recorded by a pair of cameras, which
are separated by a few hundred meters, so that mutually visible areas of the
cloud can be reconstructed via triangulation. Location and orientation of
each camera system was obtained from a satellite-navigation system, detected
stars in night sky images and mutually visible cloud features in the images.
The image point correspondences required for 3-D triangulation were provided
primarily by a dense stereo matching algorithm that allows to reconstruct an
object with high degree of spatial completeness, which can improve subsequent
analysis.
The experimental setup in the vicinity of the Ju¨lich Observatory for Cloud
Evolution (JOYCE) included a pair of hemispheric sky cameras; it was later
extended by another pair to reconstruct clouds from different view perspectives
and both were separated by several kilometers. A comparison of the cloud
base height (CBH) at zenith obtained from the stereo cameras and a lidar-
ceilometer showed a typical bias of mostly below 2% of the lidar-derived CBH,
but also a few occasions between 3-5%. Typical standard deviations of the
differences ranged between 50 m (1.5 % of CBH) for altocumulus clouds and
between 7% (123 m) and 10% (165 m) for cumulus and strato-cumulus clouds.
A comparison of the estimated 3-D cumulus boundary at near-zenith to the
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sensed 2-D reflectivity profiles from a 35-GHz cloud radar revealed typical
differences between 35 - 81 m. For clouds at larger distances (> 2 km) both
signals can deviate significantly, which can in part be explained by a lower
reconstruction accuracy for the low-contrast areas of a cloud base, but also
with the insufficient sensitivity of the cloud radar if the cloud condensate is
dominated by very small droplets or diluted with environmental air.
For sequences of stereo images, the 3-D cloud reconstructions from the stereo
analysis can be combined with the motion and tracking information from an
optical flow routine in order to derive 3-D motion and deformation vectors of
clouds. This allowed to estimate atmospheric motion in case of cloud layers
with an accuracy of 1 ms−1 in velocity and 7◦ to 10◦ in direction. The fine-
grained motion data was also used to detect and quantify cloud motion patterns
of individual cumuli, such as deformations under vertical wind-shear.
The potential of the proposed method lies in an extended analysis of life-
cycle and morphology of cumulus clouds. This is illustrated in two show cases
where developing cumulus clouds were reconstructed from two different view
perspectives. In the first case study, a moving cloud was tracked and ana-
lyzed, while being subject to vertical wind shear. The highly tilted cloud body
was captured and its vertical profile was quantified to obtain measures like
vertically resolved diameter or tilting angle. The second case study shows a
life-cycle analysis of a developing cumulus, including a time-series of relevant
geometric aspects, such as perimeter, vertically projected area, diameter, thick-
ness and further derived statistics like cloud aspect ratio or perimeter scaling.
The analysis confirms some aspects of cloud evolution, such as the pulse-like
formation of cumulus and indicates that cloud aspect ratio (size vs height) can
be described by a power-law functional relationship for an individual life-cycle.
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Zusammenfassung
Wolken haben einen maßgeblichen Einfluss auf den Strahlungshaushalt der
Erde, da sie solare Strahlung effektiv reflektieren, aber von der Erde emittierte
langwellige Strahlung sowohl absorbieren als auch ihrerseits wieder emittieren.
Daru¨ber hinaus stellen Cumulus-Wolken wegen ihrer verha¨ltnisma¨ßig klei-
nen Ausdehnung von wenigen hundert bis einigen tausend Metern sowie ihres
dynamischen Lebenszyklus nach wie vor eine große Herausforderung fu¨r Beob-
achtung und Modellierung dar. Gegenwa¨rtig fu¨r deren Erforschung im Einsatz
befindliche Instrumente wie Lidar-Ceilometer, Wolkenradar, Mikrowellenradio-
meter oder auch satellitengestu¨tzte Beobachtungen stellen die fu¨r eine umfas-
sende Erforschung dieser Wolken erforderliche ra¨umliche und zeitliche Abde-
ckung nicht zur Verfu¨gung. In dieser Arbeit wird untersucht, inwieweit eine
bodengebundene Beobachtung von Wolken mit hemispha¨risch projizierenden
Wolkenkameras geeignet ist detaillierte 3-D Wolkengeometrien zu rekonstru-
ieren um daraus Informationen u¨ber Gro¨ße, Morphologie und Lebenszyklus
einzelner Wolken und des lokalen Wolkenfeldes abzuleiten.
Grundlage fu¨r die Erfassung der 3-D Wolkengeometrien in dieser Arbeit ist
die 3-D Stereorekonstruktion, bei der eine Wolke von jeweils zwei im Abstand
von mehreren Hundert Metern aufgestellten, synchron aufnehmenden Kame-
ras abgebildet wird. Beidseitig sichtbare Teile einer Wolke ko¨nnen so mittels
Triangulation rekonstruiert werden. Fischaugen-Objektive ermo¨glichen das he-
mispha¨rische Sichtfeld der Wolkenkameras. Wa¨hrend die Positionsbestimmung
der Kameras mit Hilfe eines Satelliten-Navigationssystems durchgefu¨hrt wur-
de, konnte die absolute Orientierung der Kameras im Raum mit Hilfe von de-
tektierten Sternen bestimmt werden, die als Referenzpunkte dienten. Die fu¨r
eine Stereoanalyse wichtige relative Orientierung zweier Kameras wurde an-
schließend unter Zuhilfenahme von Punktkorrespondenzen zwischen den Ste-
reobildern verfeinert.
Fu¨r die Stereoanalyse wurde prima¨r ein Bildanalyse-Algorithmus eingesetzt,
welcher sich durch eine hohe geometrische Vollsta¨ndigkeit auszeichnet und
auch 3-D Informationen fu¨r Bildregionen mit geringem Kontrast liefert. In aus-
gewa¨hlten Fa¨llen wurden die so rekonstruierten Wolkengeometrien zudem mit
einem pra¨zisen Mehrbild-Stereo-Verfahren verglichen. Eine mo¨glichst vollsta¨n-
dige 3-D Wolkengeometrie ist vorteilhaft fu¨r eine darauffolgende Analyse, die
eine Segmentierung und Identifizierung einzelner Wolken, deren raum-zeitliche
Verfolgung oder die Ableitung geometrischer Gro¨ßen umfasst.
Der experimentelle Aufbau im Umfeld des Ju¨lich Observatory for Cloud Evo-
lution (JOYCE) umfasste zuerst eine, spa¨ter zwei Stereokameras, die jeweils
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mehrere Kilometer entfernt installiert wurden um unterschiedliche Wolkenpar-
tien rekonstruieren zu ko¨nnen. Ein Vergleich zwischen Stereorekonstruktion
und Lidar-Ceilometer zeigte typische Standardabweichungen der Wolkenba-
sisho¨hendifferenz von 50 m (1.5 %) bei mittelhoher Altocumulus-Bewo¨lkung
und 123 m (7 %) bis 165 m (10 %) bei heterogener Cumulus- und Stratocumu-
lus-Bewo¨lkung. Gleichzeitig wich die rekonstruierte Wolkenbasisho¨he im
Durchschnitt meist nicht weiter als 2 %, in Einzelfa¨llen 3-5% vom entsprechen-
den Wert des Lidars ab. Im Vergleich zur abgeleiteten Cumulus-Morphologie
aus den 2-D Reflektivita¨tsprofilen des Wolkenradars, zeigten sich im Zenit-
Bereich typische Differenzen zwischen 35 und 81 m. Bei weiter entfernten Wol-
ken (> 2 km) ko¨nnen sich Stereorekonstruktion und Reflektivita¨tssignal stark
unterscheiden, was neben einer abnehmenden geometrischen Genauigkeit der
Stereorekonstruktion in kontrastarmen Bereichen insbesondere mit einer oft-
mals unzureichenden Sensitivita¨t des Radars bei kleinen Wolkentro¨pfchen er-
kla¨rt werden kann, wie man sie an der Wolkenbasis und in den Randbereichen
von Wolken findet.
Die Kombination von Stereoanalyse und der Bewegungsinformation inner-
halb einer Bildsequenz erlaubt die Bestimmung von Wolkenzug- und -deforma-
tionsvektoren. Neben der Verfolgung einzelner Wolkenstrukturen und der
Erfassung von Wolkendynamik (beispielsweise der Deformation von Wolken
durch Windscherung), kann im Fall von stratiformen Wolken Windgeschwin-
digkeit und -richtung abgescha¨tzt werden. Ein Vergleich mit Beobachtungen
eines Wind-Lidars zeigte hierfu¨r typische Abweichungen der Windgeschwin-
digkeit von 1 ms−1 und der Windrichtung von 7◦ to 10◦.
Ein besonderer Mehrwert der Methode liegt in einer tiefergehenden Analyse
von Morphologie und Lebenszyklus von Cumulus-Wolken. Dies wurde anhand
zweier exemplarischer Fallstudien gezeigt, in denen die 3-D-Rekonstruktionen
zweier entfernt aufgestellter Stereokameras kombiniert wurden. Im ersten Fall
wurde ein sich unter vertikaler Windscherung entwickelnder Cumulus von zwei
Seiten aufgenommen, was eine geometrische Erfassung des stark durch Sche-
rung geneigten Wolkenko¨rpers ermo¨glichte. Kennwerte wie Vertikalprofil, Nei-
gungswinkel der Wolke und Durchmesser einzelner Ho¨henschichten wurden
abgescha¨tzt. Der zweite Fall zeigte eine statistische Analyse eines sich entwi-
ckelnden Cumulus u¨ber seinen Lebenszyklus hinweg. Dies erlaubte die Erstel-
lung einer Zeitreihe mit relevanten Kennzahlen wie a¨quivalenter Durchmesser,
vertikale Ausdehnung, Perimeter oder abgeleitete Gro¨ßen wie Aspektrate oder
Perimeter-Skalierung. Wa¨hrend die Analyse bisherige Ergebnisse aus Simula-
tionen und satellitengestu¨tzten Beobachtungen besta¨tigt, erlaubt diese aber
eine Erweiterung auf die Ebene individueller Wolken und der Ableitung funk-
tionaler Zusammenha¨nge wie zum Beispiel dem Verha¨ltnis von Wolkendurch-
messer und vertikaler Dimension.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The role of clouds in the Earth-atmosphere system is manifold. They reg-
ulate the Earth’s energy budget by reflecting incoming light from the sun,
while absorbing and emitting radiation in the infrared spectrum. The inter-
play between clouds, radiation and atmospheric circulation introduces a high
complexity to climate models (Figure 1.1). Accordingly, a well-founded un-
derstanding of cloud processes, spatial distribution and evolution is required
to reduce uncertainties in climate models. Among the great variety of clouds,
cumulus is a particularly challenging category for both modeling and observa-
tion. The underlying convective and turbulent processes take place at much
smaller scales than is usually resolved by numerical models. The typical size of
fair weather cumulus clouds ranges between several hundred meters and a few
kilometers, whereas the grid-cell size of large-scale numerical models reaches
several kilometers (numerical weather prediction) up to tens or hundreds of
kilometers (global climate model). Parametrizations replace an explicit sim-
ulation of convection and radiative transfer. This, however, requires detailed
knowledge of macro- and micro-physical properties of cloud populations and
life-cycles of individual clouds under various atmospheric conditions. Deficits,
however, still persist in the ability to adequately monitor these types of clouds,
their geometric characteristics, spatial distribution and evolution due an in-
sufficient sampling or sensitivity of current instrumentation. It is desirable to
investigate new approaches to complement existing observations in this regard.
Convection plays an important role by transferring energy between the plan-
etary boundary layer and the free atmosphere (Siebesma et al., 2003; Sherwood
et al., 2010). On a global scale, shallow convection promotes tropical deep con-
vection as it significantly moistens the sub-tropic air in the trade-wind-layer
before it reaches the inner-tropical convergence zones (Stevens et al., 2001;
Tiedtke, 1989).
Cloud size, height and evolution are important indicators of the net ver-
tical transport and distribution of moisture and heat. Cumulus clouds are
strongly linked to the thermodynamic properties and evolution of the convec-
tive boundary layer (Zhang and Klein, 2013), while their life-cycle is influenced
by turbulent and dynamical mixing of cloud air with environmental air (Blyth,
1993). Several formulations have been proposed to describe this entrainment
process adequately, suggesting a dependence on cloud size, height of entrain-
ment, relative humidity and magnitude of buoyancy (de Rooy et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.1: Surface temperature change caused by doubling of CO2 computed by
an ensemble of 12 different climate models (GCM number), decom-
posed into: equilibrium temperature change due to surface heating and
emission (PLANCK), absorption and re-emission by water vapor and
change of the atmospheric lapse rate (WV+LR), a change of surface
albedo (SRF ALB) and cloud-radiation feedback (CLOUD). Adapted
from Dufresne and Bony (2008).
Simulations suggested that smaller cumulus clouds tend to moisten the envi-
ronmental air along their vertical extent, while larger cumuli moisten primarily
the cloud top regions and have a net warming effect near the base (Zhao and
Austin, 2003).
Radiative transfer depends explicitly on the geometric properties of cumulus
populations and individual clouds (Davies, 1978). Radiative transfer routines
in general circulation models (GCM), such as the ECHAM-6 or ICON model
(Stevens et al., 2013; Giorgetta et al., 2018), generally assume horizontally
homogeneous clouds in order to keep computational complexity manageable.
Calculations are performed for individual atmospheric columns, while ignoring
the horizontal net transport of radiation between the columns (Cahalan et al.,
1994; Chambers et al., 1997). Compared to their horizontal size, cumulus
clouds often reach high vertical dimensions (hundreds of meters up to several
kilometers) and their occurrence in cloud populations complicate radiative
transfer in several ways (Figure 1.2). 3-D effects like mutual shadowing, photon
leakage through the sides of the cloud and interception of solar radiation due
to high vertical extents thus become relevant (Hinkelman et al., 2007; Evans
et al., 2001). Satellite remote sensing of cloud micro-physical properties also
depends explicitly on the cloud shape (Vant-Hull et al., 2007).
One approach to derive cumulus population statistics and investigate cloud
2
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Figure 1.2: Radiative impact of cumulus clouds (a) depends strongly on cloud size,
geometry and spacing due to simultaneous reflection (1), horizontal
scattering (2), absorption/emission (3), mutual illumination (4) and
shadowing (5). Cloud shadowing can vary significantly if the clouds
are tilted (b).
life-cycle is based on an extensive analysis of data produced by Large-Eddy-
Simulations (LES) (Brown et al., 2002; Siebesma et al., 2003; Neggers et al.,
2003; Zhao and Austin, 2005; Heus et al., 2009; Heus and Jonker, 2008; Brast
et al., 2016). Thanks to a comparatively small grid size of about 25 m, relevant
turbulent and dynamic processes can be resolved. Key information, such as
liquid water content, virtual potential temperature or the individual terms of
the vertical momentum equation, is directly accessible and allows to identify
and track individual clouds over their life-cycle (Griffith et al., 2005).
LES are, however, still models and thus require observational validation,
which is in part conducted by ground-based instruments, such as cloud radars,
microwave radiometers and lidar-ceilometers (Lo¨hnert et al., 2015; Stevens
et al., 2016; Corbetta et al., 2015; Oue et al., 2016). Millimeter-wavelength
cloud radars are designed to sense cloud droplets, which generally reach di-
ameters of only a few up to some tens of micrometers. The transparency of
clouds at these wavelengths allows to retrieve the internal cloud structure by
sensing the reflected radar signal along a pencil beam. The high sensitivity
on droplet size (to the sixth power), however, also renders cloud radars of-
ten ineffective, especially at the cloud base and the edges, where condensation
of sub-cloud air and mixing with environmental air produces relatively small
droplets. Moreover, a single cross-section scan takes, depending on the signal
integration time, between 15 to 60 seconds, yields only a single slice through
the full hemisphere and thus cannot provide a detailed and instantaneous view
on the local cloud field. Scanning schemes were developed that exploit cloud
motion direction to sense passing clouds slice by slice (Kollias et al., 2014;
Lamer and Kollias, 2015; Fielding et al., 2013), but could not overcome the
limited sensitivity as a source of uncertainty. Also, current cloud radars still
rely on moving mechanical parts, which makes a permanent, intensive scanning
3
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problematic.
Similar to cloud radars, lidar-ceilometers emit radiation along a pencil beam
and are used to detect clouds and derive cloud base height. Instead of mil-
limeter waves, the laser beam of a lidar emits light in the ultra-violet (UV),
visible (VIS) or near infra-red (NIR), which allows a reliable detection of cloud
boundaries due to an efficient backscatter. This comes, however, at the cost
of a vastly diminished beam penetration depth as clouds are often opaque at
such wavelengths. The lidar-ceilometer is generally aligned to a fixed direction
and spatial coverage is limited to a point measurement, which makes them
ineffective in monitoring cumulus clouds and reconstruction of the small-scale
morphology.
Air- and space-borne cloud observations offer a wider view on geometric as-
pects of clouds and cloud fields, compared to their ground-based counterparts.
In-situ and/or remote sensing of clouds from aircraft provides direct estimates
of droplet size distributions, vertical velocity or geometric size, but is expen-
sive and thus limited to field campaigns (Plank, 1969; Damiani et al., 2006;
Alexandrov et al., 2016). Satellites allow to monitor cloud fields and popula-
tions globally. Geostationary satellites like Meteosat or GOES always observe
the same area, but at the cost of a comparatively low temporal resolution
(e.g. 5 to 15 minutes for Meteosat-11/10) and a rather coarse spatial resolu-
tion of one or more kilometers due to the large distance to Earth of 36.000
km. Polar-orbiting satellites orbit Earth at a height of several hundred kilo-
meters and offer finer resolutions. Radiometric imagers, such as the ASTER
instrument on-board the NASA satellite Terra, are able to record images of
up to 15 m resolution; the multi-angle instrument MISR of up to 250 m. The
high resolution comes at the cost of a much smaller repeat coverage (time to
next visit of the same region) of 9 days in case of MISR. Although the pho-
togrammetric method is well applied in satellite remote sensing and provides
information about cloud top height and motion (Muller et al., 2007; Seiz and
Davies, 2006; Genkova et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2017), the low temporal
coverage of satellites and aircraft make them inappropriate for the monitoring
of cumulus life-cycle.
Ground-based cloud photogrammetry has the potential to close the gap of
current cloud observations to a large degree. Hemispheric sky cameras cap-
ture images of the visible sky in high detail and at arbitrary time intervals.
Employed in a stereo setup, they are capable to monitor cloud formation via
3-D stereo reconstruction and tracking instantaneously, which can be used
to derive statistics about the cloud field and individual clouds, such as 3-D
morphology, life-cycle or spatial organization. Meanwhile, sky imagers are de-
ployed at many measurement sites, but their dominant application is limited
to the derivation of cloud cover (Tuominen and Tuononen, 2017) and cloud
type classification (Heinle et al., 2010). Given the large uncertainties related
to clouds and cumulus clouds in particular, it is desirable to investigate the
potential of this cost-efficient method and its incorporation into existing ob-
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servation sites. Previous experimental studies, which employed stereo pairs
of cameras with wide-angle or fisheye lenses, have already shown that cloud
photogrammetry is able to provide key information about individual clouds,
such as cloud base height (Seiz et al., 2007a) or cloud top height (O¨ktem and
Romps, 2015).
An attempt to exploit the potential of ground-based 3-D vision to repro-
duce and quantify the irregular morphology, size and spatial distribution of
individual cumulus clouds was, however, not explored so far. In this study,
it is assumed that the method is well-suited to validate LES models and help
understanding the 3-D radiative effect under cloudy conditions more compre-
hensively. Both research applications require further geometric characteristics
besides cloud base and top height, namely cloud area (diameter), perimeter,
shape and vertical overlap, volume and boundary surface area. A successful
survey of individual clouds then should allow to estimate cloud population
statistics like size distributions and nearest-neighbor-spacing of clouds. A ma-
jor research goal of this thesis is to derive these geometric quantities using
ground-based hemispheric stereo cameras.
1.2 Previous Work on Ground-Based Stereo
Reconstruction
Ground-based photogrammetry in atmospheric sciences dates back to Koppe
(1896) who was using two theodolites to obtain viewing orientation angles
for cloud height and location estimation. An early survey of towering cumulus
clouds was conducted by Malkus and Ronne (1954) who estimated the size and
growth rate of cumulonimbus clouds. Orville and Kassander (1961) installed
a pair of analog K-17 aerial reconnaissance and mapping cameras separated
three miles from each other and oriented towards the Santa Catalina Mountains
near Tucson, Arizona, with the aim to observe orographic convection. An early
application of hemispheric cameras was done by Bradbury and Fujita (1968)
who derived cloud base height and motion from stereo image sequences. In
all these studies, the orientation of the cameras and the registration of image
features had to be done manually, e.g. by using a stereoplanimetric plotter or
a tripod with a gimbal on an airplane.
The advent of digital consumer cameras and growing computational ca-
pacities greatly accelerated applications of cloud photogrammetry by offering
automated high-quality image acquisition and stereo analysis. The growing
number of recent publications in this area shows the interest in a reliable and
affordable instrumentation that is able to fill gaps of current cloud observa-
tions.
More recent studies employed stereo cameras with wide-angle lenses and per-
formed a feature-based stereo analysis, i.e. the matching of distinctive interest
points, lines or other geometric entities across the images. Seiz et al. (2002)
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applied an automated least-squares matching of interest points to establish
correspondences between the stereo images. They used two cameras with a
view field of 100◦ and a spatial distance of 800 meters to derive the cloud base
height of passing clouds with errors of well below 5%. The cloud top height
was derived from satellite images, which allows for a more complete view on
the cloud body if combined. A cloud motion analysis was discussed, but not
conducted. Zehnder et al. (2006) continued the work of Orville in the frame
of the CuPIDO project (Damiani et al., 2008). Similar to Seiz et al. (2002)
they performed a feature-based stereo analysis with automatically detected,
but manually matched image points. Hu et al. (2010) provided a detailed
description of absolute orientation estimation of the camera system using vis-
ible landmarks. They compared the resulting 3-D point cloud with airborne
measurements of liquid water content that took place simultaneously, but an
empirical validation of their 3-D reconstructions is not available. O¨ktem et al.
(2014) applied a pair of wide-angle cameras to observe marine convection and
estimated the updraft of individual cloud thermals (O¨ktem and Romps, 2015;
Romps and O¨ktem, 2015). Their stereo system near Biscayne Bay, Florida,
with a baseline (i.e. the distance between the cameras) of 873 m offered suffi-
cient accuracy to compute reliable height values of convective turrets several
kilometers away. Like Seiz et al. (2002) and Hu et al. (2010), they applied
a stereo analysis based on image features and validated their reconstructions
against a co-located lidar-ceilometer, revealing errors less than 2% for shal-
low clouds and 8% for high cirro-cumulus. They also derived cloud motion
for stratiform clouds, which was validated against radiosonde measurements.
Location and alignment of the cameras towards the ocean permitted the use
of the visible horizon for camera orientation estimation.
Studies involving hemispheric sky imagers were mainly focused on the deriva-
tion of cloud base height. Allmen and Kegelmeyer (1996) used two Whole Sky
Imagers (WSI) with a baseline of 5 km and found that an ordinary stereo
analysis was difficult due to the large distance between the cameras. They
reported that in 50% of the cases the error was below 5% compared to the
heights obtained by the nearby lidar-ceilometer. Kassianov et al. (2005) per-
formed a stereo analysis of image data obtained from a virtual camera pair
with stochastically generated cloud images, and a real pair of sky imagers sit-
uated at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site in the southern
Great Plains. They used a baseline length of 540 m and reported typical er-
rors of about 10% for low-level clouds up to 2 km height. Nguyen and Kleissl
(2014) derived the cloud base height using two sky imagers separated by a
baseline of 1230 m. 3-D reconstruction was accomplished by determining the
height at which a maximum correlation between two projected image patches
was achieved. Veikherman et al. (2015) investigated the use of five Raspberry
Pi modules with fisheye camera adapters to derive the external and internal
structure of shallow cumulus clouds. They used a variant of the space carving
technique (Kutulakos and Seitz, 1999), which iteratively carves a 3-D volume
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until a photometrically consistent object appearance is reached in all cameras.
They argued in favor of a very large camera network of cheap devices in order
to exploit the visual information given from multiple views. A comparison
with a radiosonde sounding showed good agreement of increased moisture in
the same region where clouds had been reconstructed. Crispel and Roberts
(2017) used a pair of mobile hemispheric cameras to georeference clouds during
a measurement campaign. They also derived the horizontal displacement of
the cloud field via image tracking.
In this thesis, up to four hemispheric sky imagers are employed to obtain
complementary 3-D information of cumulus clouds from different perspectives.
The underlying 3-D retrieval technique is the well-established stereo recon-
struction. The images taken by a synchronously recording pair of cameras
observing an object are used in a stereo analysis and provide a set of corre-
sponding image points that represent the same 3-D object point. Once the
internal projective properties of the cameras are computed in a calibration
procedure, the position and orientation of the cameras in space can be esti-
mated, which then allows to convert a pair of corresponding image points to
3-D projection rays to obtain the 3-D object point via triangulation. The main
difference to previous approaches lies in the combination of the large field-of-
view of hemispheric sky imagers and a dense stereo reconstruction approach
to obtain more complete 3-D geometries, which is favorable when deriving
morphological information, post-processing, classification or scientific visual-
ization. The approach allows for a generally improved exploitation of the image
content provided by the cameras and often also resolves low-contrast regions
(e.g. at the cloud base) reasonably well. Alongside the dense stereo approach,
a more accurate multi-view reconstruction technique is applied, which permits
an empirical comparison between the sparse, feature-based approaches used in
previous studies and the dense stereo method applied in this thesis.
A novelty is the comparison of the stereo reconstructions to the reflectivity
profiles from a local cloud radar, which allows to evaluate the accuracy of
the obtained cloud morphologies in certain situations. A direct comparison
with the cloud boundary height observations from a lidar-ceilometer is used to
assess the accuracy of the method.
The high temporal resolution of camera system in the range of seconds and
less further allows to compute 3-D cloud motion vectors by tracking clouds
over an image sequence (optical flow) and to combine this with the 3-D cloud
geometries obtained from the stereo method. This permits derivation of atmo-
spheric motion, and detection and classification of distinctive motion patterns
by analyzing the vertical profile of velocity and direction, which was not done
so far. The cloud motion vectors are compared to observations from a co-
located wind-lidar. Case studies are presented for convective boundary-layer
clouds and stratiform clouds, including an example of vertical wind-shear. For
cloud layers, the motion field is compared to observations by a wind-lidar.
The main contribution of this thesis is to show that the proposed method
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3D-Boundary
Stereo Cameras Stereo Image
Figure 1.3: 3-D reconstruction of cloud boundaries with ground-based hemispheric
stereo cameras. Left: mutually visible parts of a cloud are identified
and matched across the images, and then reconstructed via triangula-
tion. Right: The result is a dense, approximate 3-D cloud boundary
that can be used to estimate size, height, shape, spacing and evolu-
tion of clouds. Lower Right: Detail view of a cloud. Upper Right:
Corresponding shaded 3-D cloud boundary mesh made with Blender
(Blender-Foundation, 2016). Map data: Land NRW (2017) Datenl-
izenz Deutschland - Namensnennung -Version 2.0 (www.govdata.de/dl-
de/by-2-0).
allows to derive cloud morphology and life-cycle information, which is rele-
vant for LES validation, studies of cloud evolution and cloud radiative effect.
Besides cloud top and base height, which was already addressed in previous
studies, this includes cloud tilting angle, perimeter, equivalent diameter, height
and further geometric statistics.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 first introduces relevant aspects
of digital image processing and camera calibration of hemispheric sky cam-
eras. This includes the working principles of digital cameras, image processing
routines, a description of the sky imager system used in this thesis and an
algorithmic calibration procedure for both the internal projection parameters
of cameras with fisheye lenses and the orientation of the camera in space using
stars as reference. Basic geometric relations relevant for 3-D stereo reconstruc-
tion, such as the relative orientation (epipolar geometry) between two cameras
and its estimation using stereo images, are described in Chapter 3. The prin-
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ciples of stereo analysis and related image transformation are explained and
techniques are discussed that establish image point correspondences automati-
cally. In Chapter 4 the reconstructed cloud morphologies are evaluated against
cloud radar and lidar-ceilometer observations. The case studies are designed to
examine the reliability and accuracy of the reconstructions both qualitatively
and empirically. The case of a towering cumulus cloud is used to compare two
employed stereo methods. Chapter 5 covers the estimation of cloud motion
vectors via combination of image tracking and the obtained 3-D geometries
from the stereo reconstruction. The derived cloud motion is compared to ob-
servations from a wind-lidar and is discussed for a developing cumulus under
vertical wind-shear. The value of 3-D stereo reconstruction of clouds for LES
validation and 3-D radiative transfer is addresses in Chapter 6. The 3-D re-
constructions obtained from two stereo pairs, separated by several kilometers,
are used to obtain more complete 3-D cloud geometries, which are then used
to conduct a statistical life-cycle analysis of a cloud. A detailed view is pro-
vided on the 3-D cloud morphology by analyzing a developing cumulus under
wind-shear. The last chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the results of this thesis
and develops a perspective towards future sky-imager-based cloud monitoring.
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This chapter introduces fundamentals of digital image processing, including
the working principles of modern digital cameras in Sec. 2.1 and image pre-
processing routines used to monitor the cloudy sky and tailor 3-D cloud recon-
structions in Sec. 2.3. The camera system that was part of the experimental
campaigns is described in detail in Sec. 2.2 and compared to the design imple-
mented in previous studies. Sec. 2.4 encompasses the photogrammetric aspects
of an individual camera system. A mathematical formulation is provided for
the internal orientation (projective properties) and external orientation (lo-
calization and orientation in space), followed by a description of the numeric
routine to compute the model parameters.
2.1 Digital Cameras
The two fundamental components of a digital camera are the sensor and the
lens optics. The sensor of a camera acts as a projection plane and incorporates
numerous sensor elements (semi-conductors) on its surface aligned in a regular
grid. Based on the photoelectric effect, incoming light (photons) dissociates
electrons and creates an electric charge in the semiconductor that is quantified
and converted to discrete intensity values.
To obtain spectral information (color), the sensor is usually covered by a
repeating pattern of filters (Bayer filter), each covering a 2x2 grid of sensor
elements. Such a filter consists of three types of spectral filters (1 × red, 2 ×
green, 1 × blue) that provide the typical three-channel color information suited
for human vision. The two green filters account for the higher sensitivity of the
human eye in this spectral range. The additional color information, however,
reduces the effective resolution of the sensor to 25 percent, because full color
information (red, green and blue) is only available within each 2x2 block of
sensor elements. A full resolution color image is obtained by interpolating the
missing color information from neighboring segments.
Sensor resolutions range from a few to tens of megapixels (106 sensor ele-
ments) for current consumer cameras to hundreds of megapixels, as used for
aerial photography. A single sensor element acts as a collector of incoming pho-
tons: the stronger the light intensity the more photons hit the sensor and are
converted to an electric charge. Since a larger photo-diode is capable to catch
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more photons, the result is a higher charging rate and thus an increased sensi-
tivity. Applications that demand high image quality in low-light situations thus
employ sensors with larger elements at the cost of resolution. Further aspects
that influence the sensors sensitivity to light are the transmittance of the Bayer
filter and the quantum efficiency of the photo-diode, i.e. the probability of the
diode to convert an incoming photon into electrical charge (Luhmann, 2018).
While a low sensitivity may be compensated by signal amplification, this also
has the undesirable effect of an amplified noise signal. Among the different
types of image noise, photon noise is probably the most critical noise type as
it randomly disturbs the image signal and effectively deteriorates low-contrast
image regions that are typical for clouds. Photon noise is well described by a
Poisson process: for a large number of photons hitting the diode, the measured
intensities follow approximately a normal distribution, resulting in a signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) that is proportional to the square-root of the light intensity.
Hence, longer integration times generally lead to a better SNR if adequately
supported by the sensor.
The dynamic range (DR) of intensities resolved by the sensor is defined as
the ratio between maximum and minimum intensity given a certain exposure
time, i.e. the time interval during which the sensor is exposed to light, and
is measured in decibels1. A small dynamic range may cause over- or under-
saturated image regions, which then appear homogeneously bright or dark.
In sky photography, the direct sun light, a bright cloud top or the strong
forward-scattering by optically thin clouds often cause over-saturation, which
may be compensated by lowering the exposure time. This might, however,
result in other areas appear too dark, making them vulnerable to image noise
due to a lower SNR in those regions. There are hardware- and software-
based solutions aimed at increasing the dynamic range. One option is to
record a series of images with varying exposure times and combine them to
a high-dynamic-range (HDR) image as each exposure contributes information
related to a high-, medium- or low-intensity image region. The downside of this
technique is a motion blur in case of dynamic objects (such as moving clouds).
Hardware solutions of HDR include, among others, larger capacities of the
sensor elements (expensive), locally adaptive exposure times or logarithmic
intensity mapping. For more detailed information, see El Gamal (2002).
Modern sensors are either based on the CCD- (Charged Coupled Devices) or
CMOS-technology (Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor), which differ
in the effective size of the photo diode, signal amplification, quantum effi-
ciency and dynamic range (Sonka et al., 2007). The very high fill factor of
CCD sensors, i.e. the area of a sensor element used to collect photons, results
in a comparatively high sensitivity in low-light conditions. The recent devel-
opments in CMOS sensor technology, such as the application of micro-lenses
(IDS, 2013), reduced these deficit of CMOS significantly. CMOS is currently
1DR = 20 log10(Imax/Imin)[dB]
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Figure 2.1: Common deteriorations of the sky image: (1) over-saturation of sensor
elements and the resulting blooming effect due to high radiant intensity
by the sun, (2) specular reflections by the lens optics and (3) intense
scattering of clouds that also results in over-saturated sensor elements.
considered a state-of-the-art sensor technology due to a large dynamic range,
individually accessible sensor elements and fast read-out speed.
The lens of a camera captures a cone of light rays originating from an object
and focuses it on the camera sensor . Assuming a pinhole camera with a small
aperture on one side and a small patch on the projection plane on the other
side, the diameter of the aperture regulates both the amount of light hitting the
patch and the sharpness of the resulting image. A larger aperture increases the
cone of light hitting the patch, thus reducing the effective spatial resolution.
Based on the refraction of light, a lens allows to collect more light from an
object, while maintaining a decent aperture size (Forsyth and Ponce, 2012).
The lens optics determines the way light rays are projected onto the sensor.
Besides the specifications of the sensor and its elements, information about
the lens type is crucial for photogrammetric applications as it determines the
mathematical model of the projection (Sec. 2.4.2). Since the working principle
of a lens is based on the refraction of light, its spectral dependency may cause
deviations in the projection for different wavelengths (chromatic aberration).
The difference bias is lowest near the projection center and may increase to a
few pixels towards the borders, depending on the lens quality.
In addition to signal noise or dynamic range limitations, some application-
specific deteriorations of the image may occur (Figure 2.1). Specular reflec-
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tions, which are caused by the complex interplay of the different parts of the
lens, usually only affect the image quality locally. The housing of the cameras
used in this thesis included an additional glass dome through which the cam-
era observed the sky; reflections of the outer case or parts of the interior are
visible at some occasions, especially at clear sky and sunny conditions. Also,
a strong over-saturation of the CCD-sensor elements, which results in a spill-
over of electric charge, can saturate neighboring elements. As CCD sensors
perform a line-by-line readout, the additional charge spreads along the readout
lane, resulting in a vertically saturated line. The sun - if visible - permanently
produces such a blooming effect due to its extreme intensity.
2.2 Sky Imager Design
Traditional application fields of sky imager systems are the estimation of cloud
cover and cloud type. Beyond this scope, some experimental studies investi-
gated the retrieval of sky radiance (Tohsing et al., 2013; Roma´n et al., 2012),
cloud optical depth (Olmo et al., 2008) or short-term prediction of solar irra-
diance (Urquhart et al., 2015, 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016).
Most systems agree on the principal construction designs, such as a protec-
tive case, a glass dome on top, an additional computer for control and data
storage, external power supply, network connection and a radiator to guar-
antee operational temperatures and prevent condensation on the glass dome.
In some cases, the imager was installed within the local infrastructure, which
made an additional computing unit obsolete. For some applications, a com-
mercial, panoramic surveillance camera may be a viable choice as it largely
avoids a costly and time consuming development and produces images with
reasonable quality. A different solution is realized for example by the To-
tal Sky Imager (TSI) manufactured by Yankee Environmental Systems (YES)
that uses a catadioptric design with a conventional perspective camera looking
downward on a hyperbolic mirror. One design disadvantage for sky observation
is that camera and mounting are always visible in the images, thereby leaving
parts of the sky unobserved. A completely different and minimalistic approach
was pursued by Veikherman et al. (2015) who used Raspberry Pi modules with
manually fixed fish-eye adapters. Each module was solar-powered - a solution
that is not generally applicable - and maintained a connection to a central
database to which images were frequently uploaded.
The sky imager systems used in this study are hosted by a waterproof,
protective and portable plastic case, which has been customized to provide
an upward view through the case by an acrylic glass dome, connectors for
power supply and a network cable. Stable mounting of the camera device
is guaranteed by a metal installation within the case. In order to prevent
condensation at the glass dome, the case is equipped with a fan, a radiator
and a drying agent. The employed camera device is a network camera of type
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Figure 2.2: Left: Internal design of the hemispheric sky imager used in this study,
including attached fan, metal mounting for the camera device, radi-
ator and electric supply. Right: Sky imager on a roof within the
Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich GmBH.
IDS uEye GigE UI-2280SE equipped with a 2/3
′′
CCD sensor by Sony, which
offers a maximum resolution of 2448×2048 pixels. As lens optics serves a
Fujinon FE185C057HA-1 C-Mount Fisheye adapter, designed for sensors of 5
megapixel resolution, with a fixed focus of f = 1.8 mm and a maximum view
field of 185◦.
A self-developed application based on the IDS C++ Software Development
Kit (IDS, 2013) controls the camera and is hosted by a compact computer,
which also provides storage for the image data. Connection between camera
and computer is realized via a network cable using the GigE Vision standard.
Synchronization of the recordings is done by regular system time updates using
the time signal of a conventional GPS receiver of type Navilock NL-302U.
Although the serial interface of the USB connection induces a - compared to
the precision of the time signal - relatively large uncertainty, the absolute error
lies in the range of some tens of milliseconds, which is sufficiently precise for
this application. Before using GPS devices for synchronization, the system
time was updated via requests to an NTP server, which sometimes failed to
answer the requests, resulting in an unchanged system time and accumulated
time differences of up to a few seconds. The effect of such an asynchronous
recording on the 3-D reconstruction can be substantial and is discussed in
Sec. 3.7.
Because the cameras are usually distributed over a large area and installed
on various types of buildings and a local internet connection - wired or wireless
- is often not available, the current camera network is decentralized, which also
requires a higher effort regarding hardware and software, compared to a cen-
tralized alternative with server-controlled recordings. According to Veikher-
man et al. (2015), future operational sky imager networks may have a more
centralized architecture to overcome the need of synchronization. Regular data
transfer and centralized storage should also reduce the danger of data losses,
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which can be critical even if only one camera drops out. A centralized solution,
however, requires a stable connection and sufficient transfer volume.
2.3 Image Preprocessing
Image processing routines are used to optimize image quality and extract in-
formation required for further analysis. Modern computer vision algorithms
are designed to be robust to a number of image deteriorations, such as im-
age noise, radiometric differences or geometric transformations. Hence, much
of the overall processing in 3-D vision is included within individual routines.
The most important application-specific image processing steps are described
below.
2.3.1 Cloud Mask
A cloud mask is the result of an image classification that assigns to each pixel
the category thin cloud, opaque cloud or sky, or simply cloud/sky. Cloud
masks are primarily used to provide automated estimations of cloud cover
(Heinle et al., 2010). The classification is often based on the ratio or the
difference between the intensity of the red and blue color channel. While being
quite effective, such a simple discrimination function cannot cope with all sky
conditions and visual effects caused by scattered light. Rayleigh scattering, for
example, causes the clear sky to appear brighter near the sun and towards the
horizon, or produces a red-shift during dusk and dawn, which has significant
impacts the classification. More sophisticated approaches incorporate neural
networks to cope with the spatial, temporal and condition-specific complexity
of the task (Onishi and Sugiyama, 2017).
Figure 2.3: A cloud mask (right image) discriminates between cloudy (white) and
non-cloudy (black) pixels based on the intensity in the color channels
of the original (left image).
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This study makes use of cloud masks to filter out artifacts from the stereo
analysis and prevent ”false” reconstructions in areas where no cloud was de-
tected. Also, cloud masks related to different camera locations (views) provide
effective visibility constraints to filter and regulate the resulting 3-D recon-
struction.
A simple ratio-based cloud mask is used, which provides reasonable results
in most situations (Figure 2.3). Given an image pixel at x = [u, v]>, it is
classified as cloudy or cloud-free according to
fcloud(u, v) =
{
cloud for (Ib(u, v)− Ir(u, v))/(Ib(u, v) + Ir(u, v)) ≥ 0.3
sky for (Ib(u, v)− Ir(u, v))/(Ib(u, v) + Ir(u, v)) < 0.3
Here Ir and Ib denote the image intensity of the red and the blue channel,
respectively.
2.3.2 Radiometric Equalization
Radiometric differences between the stereo images, such as an overall bright-
ness or color difference, can affect subsequent image analysis like cloud mask
computation or stereo analysis. During the experimental stage of this study,
differences in illumination are hard to avoid because the different locations
and views on the sky scenery and the automatic exposure adjustment often
lead to moderate differences in the radiometric conditions (e.g. one camera is
exposed to direct sunlight, while the other camera is not). Radiometric dif-
ferences of the two stereo images are corrected by an intensity value based on
the difference between the grey level distributions (histograms).
Let h1(v) and h2(v) be the histograms of two stereo images I1 and I2. Both
histograms are constructed from the circular region of each fisheye image. To
avoid the influence of over-saturated pixels on the resulting histogram, only
intensity values between the empirically determined thresholds Imin = 10 and
Imax = 235 are included.
Both images are then corrected according to the differences between their
median intensity values:
I1,new = I1,old + 0.5 (median(h2)−median(h1))
I2,new = I2,old + 0.5 (median(h1)−median(h2))
2.3.3 Contrast Enhancement
A frequent problem in the stereo reconstruction of clouds is due to the poor
contrast in cloudy image areas. In many situations, however, clouds do gener-
ally not appear completely homogeneous and leave some potential for contrast
enhancement to better exploit small variations in the image signal. A standard
method to enhance contrast is histogram equalization, which is particularly
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Original CLAHE
Figure 2.4: Left: Original fisheye image before application of CLAHE. Right:
Image after application of CLAHE.
useful if the image signal only occupies a small range of intensity values. In
this case, the histogram can be stretched to cover the full intensity range, with
the consequence that small variations in the original image are enhanced. The
premise of a relatively small range of occupied intensities is, however, rarely
given in sky photography, except for overcast situations. In general, the low-
intensity areas of the sky or cloud bases contrast with the high-intensity areas
of reflecting cloud tops, making histogram equalization quite useless.
This problem can be solved by limiting the equalization to small regions
of the image in which the desired conditions hold. Contrast-Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) subdivides an image into a regular grid and
performs a local histogram equalization (Pizer et al., 1990). The resulting
intensity value of each pixel is computed via bilinear interpolation between
each box. Figure 2.4 shows the application of CLAHE to an image of a cloud
layer. The low contrast in the original image is boosted and increases the
available contrast substantially. To limit the amplification of image noise in
homogeneous areas, the original histogram is cut at a predefined value and
equally re-distributed in the cumulative histogram used for the redefinition of
the intensity values. The OpenCV implementation (Bradski, 2000) of CLAHE
was used extensively in this thesis and often led to a significant increase in
valid matches during stereo analysis (Sec. 3.5).
2.4 Geometric Camera Calibration
Geometric camera calibration provides a functional relation for the mapping
between a 3-D object point X and its corresponding projection x in the image.
A camera model defines a set of parameters and geometric relations to formu-
late the projection, which includes the internal and external orientation of the
camera. While the external orientation is related to the spatial location and
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rotation of a camera in space, the internal orientation describes the projection
in terms of the lens optics and the sensor. This section addresses geomet-
ric model and calibration for a single camera. The projective relationships
between two cameras are described in Chapter 3.
2.4.1 Projective Space and Homogeneous Coordinates
The concept of a projective space is closely related to the projection conducted
by a camera. A camera performs a central-projection, i.e. each 3-D object
point is projected along a projection ray through the camera center. Hence,
any point that lies on a projection ray is mapped onto the same image point,
making them projectively equivalent. A projective space is an extension of a
real space as it introduces the concept of an equivalence relation or equivalence
class that relates projectively equivalent elements to each other.
The point x˜ denotes the homogeneous form and x the inhomogeneous form
of a point. Both are related to each other via:
x˜ = [x1, . . . , xn, 1]
> = [x, 1] >
Two homogeneous points x˜1, x˜2 ∈ Pn are projectively equivalent, i.e. represent
the same point x ∈ Rn, if
x˜1 ≡ x˜2 ⇔ x˜1 = λ x˜2 ∀λ ∈ R6=0.
The use of homogeneous coordinates allows to formulate projective transfor-
mations as matrix-vector product. More important, homogeneous coordinates
can be used to handle points at infinity, i.e. points at infinite (or very large) dis-
tance, which can improve the estimation of camera orientation, as was shown
in Schneider et al. (2012). Incorporation of points at infinity is possible by
setting the last coordinate to zero
X∞ −→ X˜∞ = [x′′1, ..., x′′n, 0]>,
where x′′ = [x′′1, ..., x
′′
n]
> is a vector indicating the direction of the projection
ray related to X∞.
2.4.2 Internal Orientation
The intrinsic camera model defines two basic components, the optical axis
and the image plane, as shown in Figure 2.5a for a hemispheric camera. The
optical axis is perpendicular to the image plane and passes through the camera
center C. The orientation of the image plane and the optical axis define the
camera reference system ΩC, located at C. If XC denotes an object point
in coordinates relative to the camera reference system, its projection to the
image point x depends on the refractive properties of the lens optics and the
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Figure 2.5: Left: Camera model of a hemispheric camera with object point XC
and its projection x′′ on the image hemisphere, which is mapped to
x′ on the image plane, given in normalized image coordinates. The
angles ϕ and θ are based on the camera coordinate system defined by
the orientation of the image plane and the optical axis, while r(θ) is
only a function of θ. Right: An affine transformation then maps x′
to x in the sensor coordinate system. Adapted from Abraham and
Fo¨rstner (2005).
technical specifications of the sensor. Hence, one may distinguish between a
mapping of XC to x
′ on the image plane, and a subsequent mapping of x′ to
x on the sensor plane, given in pixel coordinates.
The central projection of a camera maps each object point XC along the
corresponding projection ray to x′′ on the unit (hemi-)sphere, which yields
x′′ =
x′′y′′
z′′
 =
cosϕ sin θsinϕ sin θ
cos θ
 . (2.1)
The spherical coordinates given in Eq. (2.1) provide the azimuth angle ϕ,
i.e. the angle defined by the vertical projection of x′′ on the x-y-plane of ΩC,
and the zenith angle θ enclosed by the optical axis and the projection ray.
Note that throughout the rest of this study the unit vector x′′ refers to the
respective projection ray of the same direction.
The point x′ on the image plane is given by
x′ =
[
cosϕ r(θ)
sinϕ r(θ)
]
, where
ϕ = atan2(y′′, x′′)
θ = acos(z′′)
(2.2)
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and atan2 is defined as
atan2(x, y) =

arctan
y
x for x > 0,
arctan
y
x + pi for x < 0 ∧ y ≥ 0,
arctan
y
x − pi for x < 0 ∧ y < 0,
sgn(y) · pi
2
for x = 0
. (2.3)
The point x′ is determined by the azimuth angle ϕ and the projection function
r(θ). The projection function, which depends only on the angle θ, is responsible
for the radial distance of x′ to the principal point xC on the image plane and is
different for a fisheye lens compared to an ordinary pinhole-type lens. Following
Abraham and Fo¨rstner (2005), the most common projection functions are:
r(θ) = tan θ perspective (pinhole cameras)
r(θ) = tan
θ
2
stereo-graphic
r(θ) = θ equidistant (used in this thesis)
r(θ) = sin θ orthogonal
r(θ) = sin
θ
2
equisolid angle.
The perspective projection function describes the mapping of the classical
pinhole camera model, i.e. the direct projection of an object point on the image
plane along its projection ray. An important limitation of the perspective
model becomes apparent if the zenith angle θ of the projection ray approaches
90◦. In this case, the point x′ is mapped at infinite distance; the image becomes
severely distorted. The projection of a fisheye lens can often be described by
the equidistant mapping, which is also used for the sky imagers used in this
thesis. In some cases, however, the equisolid angle model better models the
projection for θ close to 90◦.
The point x′ on the image plane is given in normalized image coordinates
of the corresponding point x = [u, v]> in the actual image, meaning that it
abstracts from any specific camera realization w.r.t. focal length and sensor
specifications. An affine transformation describes the mapping between x′
in the (Euclidean) reference system of the image plane and x in the (affine)
reference system of the sensor plane. Using homogeneous coordinates allows
its formulation as matrix-vector product:
x˜ =
uv
1
 = K x˜′ =
ac s u00 c v0
0 0 1
u′v′
1
 . (2.4)
The calibration matrix K encapsulates key parameters that must be estimated
during camera calibration. The camera constant c denotes the product of the
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focal length f , i.e. the distance between camera center C and the image plane,
and the number of sensor elements per unit length of the image plane. The
skewness parameter s accounts for a relative horizontal shift between individual
rows of a sensor, but is often be ignored (s = 0). The aspect ratio a is the ratio
of the horizontal and vertical extent of each sensor element, and x0 = [u0, v0]
>
represents the principal point xC in pixel coordinates. Based on this idealized
model, the mapping of XC to x can then be written as
x =
[
u
v
]
=
[
a c cosϕ r(θ) + s sinϕ r(θ) + u0
c sinϕ r(θ) + v0
]
. (2.5)
The radial projection function r(θ) of real lenses, however, does usually
not match this idealized model exactly. A certain degree of additional distor-
tion, which is often referred to as barrel or pincushion distortion, affects the
projection. These are included into the model by adding polynomials to the
coordinates of x during the calibration procedure. One distinguishes between
symmetric distortion, also known as radial distortion, and asymmetric distor-
tion. Symmetric distortion is modeled by even-powered polynomials and is
generally more significant than asymmetric distortion, which can be modeled
by odd-powered polynomials. In this application, however, asymmetric distor-
tion can also be significant due to an additional refraction by the glass dome
that protects the camera from environmental effects. Asymmetric distortion
may occur when the optical axis is not correctly aligned to the image sensor,
so that the projection rays are slightly skewed (decentering distortion).
The additional correction terms used in this study then read as
4u =
3∑
i=1
Ai uˆ rˆ
2i +B1(rˆ
2 + 2uˆ) +B22uˆvˆ
4v =
3∑
i=1
Ai vˆ rˆ
2i +B2(rˆ
2 + 2vˆ) +B12uˆvˆ
with
uˆ = u− u0,
vˆ = v − v0,
rˆ =
√
uˆ2 + vˆ2
. (2.6)
The coefficients Ai control the magnitude of the even-powered polynomials for
the radial-symmetric distortion, while B1 and B2 are the coefficients related
to the radial-asymmetric and tangential distortion (Brown, 1966). Including
these terms into Eq. (2.5) gives the formulation for the distorted image coor-
dinates
x∗ =
[
u∗
v∗
]
=
[
a c cosϕ r(θ) + s sinϕ r(θ) + u0 +4u
c sinϕ r(θ) + v0 +4v
]
. (2.7)
Throughout the rest of this study, it is assumed that x is corrected for this
kind of distortion and thus relates to the camera model according to Eq. (2.5).
Eq. (2.7) is only relevant for camera calibration rather than for actual 3-D re-
construction. It is further assumed that images are corrected for any skewness
or aspect ratio, i.e. s = 0 and a = 1.
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The inverse mapping of an image point x to its corresponding projection ray
x′′ requires normalization of x according to
x′ =
[
u′
v′
]
=
[
(v − v0)/c
(u− u0)/c
]
. (2.8)
The projection ray is then given by
x′′ =
x′′y′′
z
′′
 =
u′r sin(r)v′
r
sin(r)
cos(r)
 with r = √(u′)2 + (v′)2. (2.9)
The model presented here is one way to formulate the projection geometry
of a fisheye camera. Alternative approaches make use of polynomials, for
example Chebycheff (Abraham and Hau, 1997), or as a central-projection of
light rays onto a model parabola and a subsequent perspective projection of
that parabola (Scaramuzza, 2008; Micusˇık, 2004). The aim is to provide a
more generic model that can handle various lens projections and that may
deviate considerably from a standard model, such as the equidistant projection.
They allow a direct modeling of different kinds of lenses, such as dioptric,
catadiotptric and fisheye, without switching to a different projection function
r(θ). In most cases, however, a standard physically-based model as the one
described in this section is very well suited and less vulnerable to over-fitting
during calibration.
2.4.3 External Orientation
The extrinsic parameters define the absolute location and orientation of a cam-
era w.r.t. a global reference system ΩW. The object point XC, related to the
camera reference system, can be rewritten in terms of the point X in the world
reference frame, according to
XC = R
>(X−C),
where C is the projection center of the camera within the world reference frame.
The rotation matrix R> represents the orientation of the camera device, i.e. the
mapping from world coordinates to camera coordinates. Thus, a projection
ray x′′ within the camera reference frame relates to its correspondence within
the world reference system through x′′W = R x
′′. The camera orientation has
three degrees of freedom and can be written as the product of three consecutive
rotations around the (fixed) coordinate system axes of ΩW by the angles α, β
and γ:
R = Rz(γ) Ry(β) Rx(α),
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where
Rx(α) =
1 0 00 cos γ − sin γ
0 sin γ cos γ
 , Ry(β) =
 cos β 0 sin β0 1 0
− sin β 0 cos β
 ,
Rz(γ) =
cosα − sinα 0sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 .
2.4.4 Parameter Estimation: Internal Orientation
The first task is to collect a set of correspondences between real world 3-D
features of known geometry and their corresponding 2-D projections in the
images. Ideally, the calibration data set contains pairs of 2-D/3-D point cor-
respondences. Once a camera model is chosen that adequately describes the
principal projection (e.g. the equidistant model of hemispheric cameras), the
next step is to derive a first approximation of the parameters before refining
them iteratively and minimizing the 2-D geometric error between the observed
and predicted image coordinates. The calibration is successful if the magni-
tude of the residual error distribution reflects the accuracy of the data set. In
the following, a more detailed description of the two steps is given.
The acquisition of reference data requires some 3-D features that can be
imaged, detected and identified in the recorded images in order to establish
a relation between the projections and the real world 3-D coordinates. There
are two common ways to achieve this: The first option is to use a sophis-
ticated setup in a laboratory as in Seiz (2003), which provides a number of
fixed, clearly detectable and identifiable patterns within a uniformly illumi-
nated room. Unfortunately, such a setup is also comparatively costly and does
not allow to calibrate cameras that are fixed and located outdoors.
The alternative is to use a mobile calibration test field, with (approximately)
known geometry, which allows a manual placement in the view field of the
camera. This can be a 2-D chessboard pattern printed on a flat underground
(Zhang, 2000; Scaramuzza, 2008) or - as in this study - a 3-D test field con-
sisting of flat circular markers attached to the interior of an open half-cube,
as shown in Figure 2.6 (also called Tsai grid). Recording a few dozen images
with the marker pattern clearly visible in various poses and different parts of
the view field is usually sufficient to obtain a reliable and accurate estimation
of the camera geometry over the whole hemisphere. The elliptic projections of
the circular markers in the image are detected by a contour algorithm, e.g. a
Hough transform. Attached to each side of the cube is also a special group
of markers that allows to identify each side and consequently each individual
marker on that side. The exact procedure for the correct identification of each
marker can be found in Abraham and Hau (1997).
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Figure 2.6: Left: Camera calibration with Cube test pattern where each white
marker defines a 3-D point within the coordinate system of the cube.
Right: Distribution of the reprojection error in pixels after calibration.
Once the obtained set of 2-D/3-D point correspondences is available, the
camera parameters can be estimated. As the complete projection is highly
non-linear due to the rotation and the polynomial distortion terms, one needs
to find an approximate solution of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters be-
fore refining the parameters iteratively by minimizing the reprojection error
between the detected markers in the image and the predicted marker positions
by the model parameters.
An initial estimate of both the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
can be found by solving for the entries of the camera matrix P, which - like
the calibration matrix K - is a homogeneous entity and is thus only defined
up to scale. It encapsulates the calibration matrix K, the rotation matrix R>
and the camera center C:
x˜pi =
[
KR> | −KR>C]︸ ︷︷ ︸
3×4
X˜i = P X˜i. (2.10)
The linear relationship between image and object points allows to obtain an
approximate solution by solving for the entries of the camera matrix P; sub-
sequent decomposition then yields K, R and the camera center C.
The hemispheric camera model does not offer such a linear solution and
requires prior knowledge of the intrinsic parameters before orientation and
location can be derived. To obtain a reasonable initial estimate, intrinsic
parameters like the aspect ratio of the sensor elements or the skewness factor
may be neglected at this stage and set to default values, e.g. sk = 0, a = 1.
The principal point x0 is generally assumed to be located in the image center.
The camera constant c can vary considerably among different cameras and
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Algorithm 1 Computation of the camera geometry
1. Generate a calibration data set of correspondences between 3-D reference
points and 2-D image points:
(a) Place the test field (Cube) in front of the camera and record 10 to
30 images with the marker pattern clearly visible, in various loca-
tions and orientations so that markers are visible over the whole
hemispheric view field.
(b) Apply an image processing routine to detect and identify the marker
pattern.
2. Compute the model parameters using the obtained marker-projection-
correspondences:
(a) Use a rough estimate of the camera constant to form the projection
rays x′′i of each identified marker and project it to xi
p on the image
plane.
(b) Compute a linear estimate of the camera matrix P via DLT.
(c) Decompose P to obtain K, R and C.
(d) Start the bundle adjustment using the initial parameters as starting
point.
camera configurations and should not be assigned a default value. Given that
the view field of the lens corresponds well to the visible area in the resulting
image, a reasonable starting value for the camera constant may be derived,
which reproduces the size of the circular view field in the image, as proposed
by Kannala and Brandt (2006). The method used in this study simply tries
out a number of values, e.g. c ∈ {200, 400, 800, 1600} and keeps the value that
produces the least geometric errors.
Given a set of image points and corresponding object points Xi a linear
estimate of P can be computed via Direct Linear Transformation and decom-
posed to yield the calibration matrix K, the rotation R and the camera center
C (Fo¨rstner and Wrobel, 2016, pp. 498-500; Hartley and Zisserman, 2000,
Sec. 5.2.4).
Once an initial estimate of the parameters is computed, it can be used as a
starting point to refine the parameters of the full camera model, which is non-
linear in the respective parameters. For this thesis, a bundle adjustment was
used to compute a least-squares estimate, which simultaneously estimates both
the 3-D marker positions in the cube coordinate system and the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters (Abraham and Hau, 1997; Fo¨rstner and Wrobel, 2016,
Chapter 15). During calibration, it is assumed that the intrinsic parameters
remain constant, while the extrinsic parameters have to be estimated with
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each additional image. Under the assumption that the localization error of
the detected markers follows a normal distribution, the minimization of the
reprojection error
2 =
∑
i
∑
o
‖xio − f(pˆI, pˆE, Xˆi)‖2 (2.11)
yields an optimal solution. Here, pˆI and pˆE contain the estimated intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of the camera, while Xˆi is the estimated 3-D location
of the marker and f is the function that maps Xˆi to its reprojected image point
xˆi using pˆI and pˆE. xio denotes the location of detected marker o in image i.
Following Eq. (2.6), the calibration of the sky imagers in this study included
parameters for radial-symmetric distortion terms up to the second degree (A1
and A2) and a fist-degree term for radial-asymmetric distortion (B1), which
models the additional refraction caused by the glass dome.
2.4.5 Parameter Estimation: External Orientation
Once the intrinsic parameters are available, location and orientation of the
camera within the world reference frame can be derived.
Satellite navigation systems like GPS, GLONASS or the future GALILEO
allow to measure the position of each camera with a typical accuracy of 3
to 5 meters using ordinary receivers, 2 m in case of multiple averaged mea-
surements. Additional correction information provided by reference stations
with accurately known coordinates can lead to accuracies in the range of 10
to 20 cm, but require special antennas and are commonly not free of charge.
The estimation of the absolute camera orientation within the world reference
system ΩW must be derived from the image content alone and with sufficient
accuracy (e.g. 0.1◦) to avoid a bias in a 3-D stereo reconstruction. Since sky
imager cameras are designed for sky observation, the identification of poten-
tial landmarks in the image is often complicated due to occluding trees or
buildings. Three solutions to this problem were proposed and implemented
in previous studies. Hu et al. (2010) were able to identify nearby landmarks
in combination with a geographic information system (GIS) and successfully
obtained accurate orientation parameters. O¨ktem et al. (2014) was able to use
the horizon as reference during their study of marine convection. Seiz (2003)
used night sky imagery to detect and identify stars that could be used as ref-
erence. During clear sky conditions stars can be recorded and extracted using
image processing techniques, while star catalogs provide information about the
position of each star in the local night sky. The camera sensor must, however,
be able to sense the faint star light via automatic or manual adjustments to the
ISO sensitivity, exposure time and aperture. Note that changing the aperture
might change the projective properties of the camera, which makes an addi-
tional calibration necessary. Another approach is to use the sun as orientation
reference, as done by Veikherman et al. (2015). The remainder of this section
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Figure 2.7: Left: Long-exposure night-sky images for absolute orientation estima-
tion of a sky imager, including the result of a parameter estimation
for 11 June 2015 at 22:00 UTC, JOYCE (meteorological tower visible
at the image top). Right: Angular reprojection error and parameter
uncertainty after the least-squares estimation.
describes the semi-automatic calibration procedure used in this study based
on sensed stars.
Given a number of night sky images taken over a time span in a certain in-
terval (e.g. 15 minutes), the stars must be detected and localized. Depending
on sensor and recording configuration, the images may be affected by noise,
which impairs the reliability to detect and localize stars. The impact of back-
ground illumination and fixed noise patterns can be reduced to a minimum
by subtracting the median image of the sequence. This avoids a significant
deterioration of the signal from the recorded stars, which continue to move
throughout the image sequence (Figure 2.7a).
The identification of stars is carried out in two stages. First, a threshold is
applied to the median-filtered image, which removes the remaining noise signal
and results in a binary image, in which each non-zero pixel cluster represents a
potential star. After a contour detection algorithm has extracted each cluster,
an exact localization is obtained by computing the center of gravity, based on
the intensity values of the cluster (the signal from the stars).
The coordinates from the star catalog are generally given as a pair of the
north-aligned azimuth angle ϕN and altitude angle θa, so that a star at the
northern horizon is located at ϕN = 0◦ and θa = 0◦. They are converted to
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projection rays according to:
x′′cat =
 cos(ϕN + pi/2) cos(θa)− sin(ϕN + pi/2) cos(θa)
sin(θa)
 . (2.12)
Finally, the correspondences between the reference stars from the catalog
and the extracted stars from the images must be established. Starting with
an approximate orientation, represented by the angles aα, aβ and aγ, each
reference star is mapped to camera coordinates via R>abs x
′′
cat, based on the
currently estimated orientation angles, and can be used to find the closest
candidate x′′s from the set of potential stars. The set of established corre-
spondences then serves as input for a least-squares estimation that refines the
orientation parameters according to the error
i = 1− ((x′′cat,i)> Rˆabs x′′s,i), i = 1, ..., nstars. (2.13)
The obtained rotation matrix Rˆabs = Rz(γˆ)Ry(βˆ)Rx(αˆ) then minimizes the
term in Eq. (2.13) and defines the orientation that fits best to the observed
reference data (Figure 2.7b).
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Hemispheric Cameras
This chapter describes the 3-D reconstruction of clouds using pairs of hemi-
spheric sky imagers. The reconstruction is based mainly on a dense stereo
analysis, which processes the whole image content rather than a sparse set
of image features, such as corners or edges. Stereo reconstruction requires a
precisely known relative orientation of the two cameras, as it affects the geo-
metric accuracy of the obtained cloud morphologies. Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.5.1
describe its estimation from a set of image point correspondences, extracted
from the synchronously recorded stereo images. Stereo matching is introduced
in Sec. 3.5, which includes a dense stereo matching algorithm (Sec. 3.5.2) and
a high-accuracy multi-view reconstruction technique (Sec. 3.5.3). The latter is
assumed to produce more accurate reconstructions in certain situations. Dense
matching algorithms often require epipolar rectified stereo images, which are
geometrically transformed versions of the original fisheye images. A rectifica-
tion scheme designed for hemispheric cameras is presented in Sec. 3.3. The
theoretical precision of the system and the effect of an asynchronous record-
ing, which could be observed at times during the first experimental phase, is
discussed in Sec. 3.6 and Sec. 3.7, respectively.
3.1 Epipolar Geometry
The epipolar geometry defines the geometric relations within a stereo camera
setup, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 for two hemispheric cameras. Let X1 be an
object point within Ω1, the reference system of camera one, and X2 the same
point in Ω2, the reference system of camera two. The relative translation b
between the cameras and their relative orientation R are given by
b = C2 −C1, R = R>1 R2. (3.1)
The epipolar plane, which is spanned by the baseline vector b and either
of the two projection rays x′′1 and x
′′
2 intersects each image hemisphere in the
epipolar curves l1 and l2, which denote the respective normal vector of the
epipolar plane w.r.t. Ω1 and Ω2. This geometric relationship leads to the
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Figure 3.1: Epipolar geometry of two hemispheric cameras located at C1 and C2,
and an independent orientation within the world coordinate system
ΩW. The spherical projections x
′′
1 and x
′′
2 of a 3-D point X on the
image hemisphere in each camera system and the baseline vector b
span the epipolar plane and can be used to reconstruct X via trian-
gulation. If only x′′1 or x′′2 is known, its correspondence is restricted
to the respective epipolar curve on the other image hemisphere. One
of the cameras is used as reference for intermediary results from the
analysis and reconstruction.
formulation of the coplanarity constraint :
(R1X1)
> [(C2 −C1)× (R2X2)] = 0⇔
X>1 R
>
1SbR2 X2 = 0⇔
X>1 E X2 = 0 (3.2)
The matrix E is called the essential matrix and encapsulates information about
the relative orientation between two cameras. It is a homogeneous entity and
is thus only defined up to scale; each multiple also satisfies Eq. (3.2). It can
be written in terms of the reference camera as the product between the skew-
symmetric matrix Sb, related to the baseline vector b = [xb, yb, zb]
>, and the
relative rotation matrix R of Eq. (3.1):
E = SbR, where Sb =
 0 −zb ybzb 0 −xb
−yb xb 0
 . (3.3)
Given two projection rays represented by the 3-D unit vectors x′′1 and x
′′
2,
the following relations are equivalent:
x′′1
> (kE) x′′2 = 0, ∀k ∈ R, (3.4)
l1 = E x
′′
2, (3.5)
l2 = E
> x′′1. (3.6)
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The coplanarity constraint states that x′′2 is restricted to lie on the epipo-
lar curve defined by the normal vector l2 = E
> x′′1, and correspondingly for
the x′′1 and l1. The complexity of the correspondence analysis can thus be re-
duced from two dimensions to one, i.e. along the epipolar curve, which is useful
in the context of epipolar image rectification (Sec. 3.3) and stereo matching
(Sec. 3.5). Eq. (3.2) can be used to compute the essential matrix based on
image point correspondences: Uncertainties in the localization and matching
of image points usually lead to deviations from the coplanarity constraint,
which can be used as an optimization criteria to compute the parameters of
the relative orientation.
Due to the vector product in Eq. (3.3), the essential matrix is singular and
has a rank of 2; it has two identical singular values σ1 and σ2.
Following Hartley (2001), an essential matrix can be decomposed to yield
the rotation and the baseline vector. Given the matrices
Z =
 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 , W =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 .
Eq. (3.3) can be expanded to
E = SR = U Diag([1, 1, 0]) V> = UZWV> = UZU>UWV>.
There are two solutions of Sb and R each:
S1 = UZU
>,
S2 = UZ
>U>,
R1 = UWV
>,
R2 = UW
>V>,
which yields four valid decompositions of E, all of which yield potential solu-
tions for the relative orientation. The solutions for R are already given so that
only the baseline remains to be extracted from S1 and S1 respectively. Since
b lies in the null-space of S and rank(S) = 2, b must be the last column of U.
The four solutions for b and R are thus
b1 = u3,
b2 = −u3,
R1 = R,
R2 = R
>.
(3.7)
The correct solution is the one, in which the projection rays triangulate in
front of both cameras.
A 3-D reconstruction based on the relative orientation alone is only defined
within the coordinate system of the reference camera. A meaningful metric
reconstruction in world coordinates requires additional knowledge about the
absolute orientation Rabs of the reference camera and the length of the real
baseline, which can be obtained for example from a satellite navigation system,
as described in section Sec. 2.4.5.
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Algorithm 2 Computation of the Relative Orientation
1. Collect a number of interest point correspondences (e.g. SIFT features),
as described in Sec. 3.5.1.
2. Robust estimation of the essential matrix via RANSAC: Determine the
minimum number of iterations Niter for a confidence p and an assumed
outlier rate q, according to Eq. (3.9). In each iteration i,
a) select a random set of at least 8 correspondences and compute a
linear estimate aEi of the essential matrix, as described in Sec. 3.2.1
and
b) determine the inlier set of correspondences
{(x′′1,x′′2)}inlier
where each correspondence satisfies
x′′1
> aE x′′2 < K
and K may be defined according to Eq. (3.8).
c) Save the current estimate aE and the set of inliers if it contained
more elements than any previous set.
3. Use the set of inliers and the corresponding essential matrix aE to com-
pute an optimal estimate of the relative orientation, as described in
Sec. 3.2.2.
3.2 Relative Orientation Estimation
The computation of an accurate relative orientation requires an initial estimate
of the rotation matrix aR and baseline vector ab, and a set of corresponding
projection rays that can be used to refine the parameters in terms of the copla-
narity constraint (Eq. (3.2)). A feature detection and matching (Sec. 3.5.1)
usually provides a set of a few hundred up to a thousand corresponding pro-
jection rays, which, however, contains a significant percentage (10% to 20%)
of outliers w.r.t. the coplanarity constraint. An approximate solution to the
relative orientation and a supporting set of corresponding projection rays is
obtained from a RANSAC robust parameter estimation (Chum et al., 2004),
which iteratively selects a random set of 8 correspondences, computes the es-
sential matrix (Sec. 3.2.1) and then determines from all correspondences the
set that satisfies the coplanarity constraint up to a certain threshold. This
set is called the inlier set. The one relative orientation that corresponds to
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CAMERA-1 CAMERA-2
Figure 3.2: Detected interest points can be matched across the stereo images and
are marked by the same color. At least 5 correspondences are needed
to compute the relative orientation between the cameras and each also
provides one 3-D point.
the largest inlier set then defines the approximate solution of aR and ab. Fol-
lowing (Fo¨rstner and Wrobel, 2016, p. 599), the threshold for the coplanarity
condition
K = k σx
√
x′′2
>E>E x′′2 + x
′′
1
>EE> x′′1, k > 0, (3.8)
reflects the impact of the average angular uncertainty σx of the projection
rays on the coplanarity constraint. The number of iterations Niter required to
select 8 correct inliers depends on the assumed outlier ratio q and the desired
confidence p:
Niter =
⌈ log(1− p)
log(1− (1− q)8)
⌉
. (3.9)
The relative orientation is then further refined in an iterative non-linear ad-
justment, minimizing the residuals of the coplanarity constraint w.r.t. rotation
and baseline (Sec. 3.2.2).
3.2.1 Direct Solution of the Essential Matrix
This section describes the direct computation of the essential matrix from
at least 8 corresponding projection rays using an adaptation of the original
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8-Point-algorithm (Hartley, 2001; Longuet-Higgins, 1981). Given a set of cor-
responding projection rays derived from matched interest points {(x′′1i,x′′2i) | i ∈
1, ..., n}, the coplanarity constraint leads to the homogeneous equation system
x
′′>
10 E x
′′
20 = 0
...
x
′′>
1n E x
′′
2n = 0
with E =
e11 e12 e13e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33
 . (3.10)
Each equation can then be rearranged to form a product between the vectors
a and e:
a0 e = 0
...
an e = 0
⇔ A e = 0, (3.11)
where ai and e are defined as
ai =
[
x
′′
1i x
′′
2i, x
′′
1i y
′′
2i, x
′′
1i z
′′
2i, y
′′
1i x
′′
2i, y
′′
1i y
′′
2i, y
′′
1i z
′′
2i, z
′′
1i x
′′
2i, z
′′
1i y
′′
2i, z
′′
1i z
′′
2i
]
,
e> =
[
e11, e12, e13, e21, e22, e23, e31, e32 e33
]
.
The matrix A consists of the vertically stacked row vectors ai and the pa-
rameter vector e is the essential matrix row-wise reshaped as a 9x1 vector.
Eq. (3.11) can be solved via Singular Value Decomposition and e is found to
be the column vector of V corresponding to the smallest singular value.
The obtained solution yields a matrix E′, which may have full rank due to
measurement and localization errors that cause deviations from the coplanarity
constraint. The approximate essential matrix aE, which is closest to E′, can be
obtained via SVD of E′, where each of the singular values might be non-zero:
E′ = U′Diag([σ′1, σ
′
2, σ
′
3]) V
′>.
The essential matrix aE, which minimizes ‖E′ − aE‖F with respect to the
Frobenius 1 matrix norm, is the one with σ′3 set to zero as it is by definition
the smallest singular value. Since an essential matrix is defined up to a constant
factor, the singular values σ1 and σ2 may be set to 1. The final matrix reads
as
aE = U′Diag([1, 1, 0]) V′>. (3.12)
3.2.2 Refinement of the Relative Orientation
The solution presented in Sec. 3.2.1 solves for the entries of the essential matrix
directly; each entry contributes linear to the cost function, i.e. the coplanarity
1‖A‖F =
√∑
i
∑
j a
2
ij , where aij is the matrix entry at row i and column j.
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Residuals of Coplanarity Constraint
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Figure 3.3: Left: Refining the relative orientation minimizes the deviations of cor-
responding projection rays, ax
′′
1 and
ax
′′
2 , from the coplanarity con-
straint. The corrections d(ax
′′
1) and d(
ax
′′
2) quantify the deviations
of the observations from the estimated true observations, xˆ
′′
1 and xˆ
′′
2 .
Right: Residuals of the coplanarity constraint after parameter esti-
mation for 24 August 2015.
constraint. The relative orientation is well defined by rotation and baseline
vector and will thus be optimized w.r.t. these entities. Since the coplanarity
constraint is non-linear in the relative rotation of the camera system and the
observed projection rays, a least-squares estimation is computed iteratively
and requires a linearization of the cost function.
Given two observed projection rays ax
′′
1 and
ax
′′
2 as well as an approximate
relative rotation matrix aR and baseline vector ab, a linear Gauss-Helmert
model is realized by an expansion of the coplanarity constraint:
xˆ
′′>
1 Eˆ xˆ
′′
2 = xˆ
′′>
1 Sˆb Rˆ xˆ
′′
2 =
approximation︷ ︸︸ ︷
ax
′′>
1
aSb
aR ax
′′
2 +
corrections︷ ︸︸ ︷
d(ax
′′>
1 )
aSb
aR ax
′′
2
+ ax
′′>
1 d(
aSb)
aR ax
′′
2
+ ax
′′>
1
aSb d(
aR) ax
′′
2
+ ax
′′>
1
aSb
aR d(ax
′′
2)
.
(3.13)
Here, d(ax
′′
1) and d(
ax
′′
2) are the corrections to the observed projection rays,
while d(aSb) and d(
aR) are the corrections to the relative orientation terms.
Corrections to unit vectors, such as the projection rays or the baseline, only
have two degrees of freedom as they are restricted to the unit sphere. Following
Fo¨rstner (2011), a suitable parametrization restricts such corrections to the
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Date Cameras α β γ ∆ur ∆vr
2015-08-24 JOYCE 0.007◦ 0.015◦ 0.013◦ 0.046◦ 0.068◦
2014-08-05 JOYCE 0.017◦ 0.011◦ 0.015◦ 0.055◦ 0.076◦
2015-08-20 RWE 0.009◦ 0.019◦ 0.019◦ 0.062◦ 0.056◦
Table 3.1: Estimated directional precision of relative rotation angles α, β and γ,
and the baseline vector via its reduced coordinates ∆ur and ∆vr for
selected days and stereo configurations (see Sec. 4.1.1).
local 2-D tangent space on the unit sphere, i.e. the null-space of the respective
unit vector (Figure 3.3). A correction of the unit vector x′′ can then be written
in form of a parameter update by [∆ur,∆vr] >, according to
d(x′′) = null(x′′)
[
∆ur
∆vr
]
, where null(x′′) = [ur,vr] =
xur xvryur yvr
zur zvr
 ,
followed by a subsequent spherical normalization. Using this parametrization
makes sure that the corresponding covariance matrix related to the directional
uncertainty of the projection ray is regular.
Each iteration includes an update of the relative orientation parameters,
the three rotation angles and two reduced coordinates to correct the baseline
vector, and an update of the projection rays via its four reduced coordinates
(Fo¨rstner, 2011; Fo¨rstner and Wrobel, 2016, pp. 586-588).
3.3 Epipolar Image Rectification for Hemispheric
Cameras
Epipolar image rectification transforms two stereo images of arbitrary oriented
cameras in such a way that the projection of an epipolar plane is aligned to the
image rows. Two corresponding image points in the rectified images then differ
only by a horizontal shift within the same image row, which largely simplifies
subsequent stereo analysis. In case of hemispheric cameras, however, epipolar
planes are mapped to epipolar curves rather than epipolar lines as for a pinhole
camera. Hence, a rectification based on a projective image transformation
(e.g. Loop and Zhang, 1999) alone does not directly lead to a correspondence
between epipolar planes and image rows. The rectification of the fisheye stereo
images is done following Abraham and Fo¨rstner (2005), which allows to use
the whole image content of hemispheric cameras for stereo analysis.
The image transformation leads to a canonical stereo configuration or a
stereo normal case, in which the two cameras have equal intrinsic parameters,
equal orientation and are separated only along the x-direction of the reference
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camera. In terms of the relative orientation, this yields
R = I, b = [b, 0, 0]>, K1 = K2, (3.14)
where b denotes the distance between the cameras. Since the real cameras may
have arbitrary spatial orientation and intrinsic parameters, the rectification
defines for each real camera a virtual camera that has the desired properties
outlined in 3.14.
The rectification transform and the virtual stereo setup are illustrated in
(Figure 3.4): An object point XV observed by two virtual stereo cameras can
then be described by the angle β, which determines the respective epipolar
plane, and the two angles ψ1 and ψ2 within the epipolar plane representing
the two projection rays. Based on this geometry a rectification scheme can be
constructed that covers the whole 3-D space by mapping the angle β to the
image rows and the angles ψ1 and ψ2 to the columns of the respective image,
which guarantees that corresponding image points have the same image row
index:
x′V =
[
ψ
β
]
=
[
atan2(XV ,
√
Y 2V + Z
2
V )
atan2(YV , ZV )
]
with XV = [XV , YV , ZV ]
>.
The mapping from a projection ray x′′ to its correspondence x′′V in the virtual
reference system is done by a sequence of rotations. First, both cameras are
aligned so that they have equal orientation (step 1 in Figure 3.4), which is done
by correcting for the relative rotation of the second camera. In a second step,
the rotation RV aligns both reference systems so that the respective x-axes
and the baseline vector are collinear (step 2 in Figure 3.4). The first column of
RV is the normalized baseline vector. The other two columns can be chosen
freely as long as they are orthogonal and RV is a valid rotation matrix. This
implies that the epipolar rectification is determined up to a rotation about the
baseline. It is convenient to chose a virtual y-axis that lies within the original
x-y-plane of the reference camera, which then also determines the virtual z-
axis. The rotation RV is then given by
RV = [e1, e2, e3] , where
e1 = b · ‖b‖−1,
e2 = [−yb, xb, 0]> · ‖[−yb, xb, 0]‖−1,
e3 = e1 × e2,
which also yields the mapping from x′′ to x′′V :
x′′V, 1 = R
>
V · I x′′1,
x′′V, 2 = R
>
V ·R x′′2.
(3.15)
Based on the angles β and ψ related to x′′V , the corresponding virtual image
coordinates [uV , vV ]
> are given by
uV = c ψ + u0,V ,
vV = c β + v0,V ,
with
u0,V = c (ψmax − ψmin)/2,
v0,V = c (βmax − βmin)/2,
(3.16)
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Figure 3.4: Epipolar rectification for hemispheric cameras: (a) The two-step ro-
tational mapping between real and virtual cameras results in (b) a
canonical camera setup of virtual cameras during rectification. A fish-
eye image (c) is then transformed so that the angles β and ψ correspond
to (d) the rows and columns respectively.
where [u0,V , v0,V ]
> denotes the coordinates of the virtual principal point in
pixel coordinates, while c is the camera constant. The view field of the virtual
cameras is defined by βmin/βmax and ψmin/βmax, respectively.
The backward transformation from the virtual image point xV to the virtual
projection ray x′′V is obtained from Eq. (3.16) as
x′′V =
x
′′
V
y
′′
V
z
′′
V
 =
 sin(ψ)cos(ψ) sin(β)
cos(ψ) cos(β)
 , where ψ = (uV − u0,V )/c,
β = (vV − v0,V )/c.
(3.17)
Accordingly, the projection ray within the (real) camera reference system
Ω1 is given by
x′′1 = RV x
′′
V, 1, (3.18)
Note that the rectification produces strong distortions at the left and right
margins of the images near the epipoles, which leads to a diminished precision
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Figure 3.5: Triangulation of point XV within the epipolar plane in a canonical
stereo setup exploits the coplanarity of the two projection rays x′′V, 1
and x′′V, 2. The edge d creates two right triangles, which allows to
derive the depth value s via ψ1 and ψ2.
of a stereo analysis in those regions and subsequently the reconstruction (Fig-
ure 3.8). Towards the image center, however, the distortion becomes smaller
and vanishes for viewing directions perpendicular to the baseline (ψ → 0).
3.4 Triangulation
The computation of the 3-D object point X from two corresponding projection
rays x′′1 and x
′′
2 is done via triangulation (Figure 3.5). One solution makes use
of the fact that in this study stereo analysis is based of epipolar image rectifi-
cation, which guarantees that two corresponding projection rays are coplanar,
i.e. lie within the same epipolar plane. Hence, XV can be computed directly
using the following relations derived from Figure 3.5:
s · cos(ψ2) = d = b · sin(ψ1 − ψ2),
XV = s · x′′V, 1.
Including the absolute orientation of the reference camera, represented by the
rotation matrix Rabs, the object point X in world coordinates is then given
by
X = Rabs RV XV with XV = b ·
(
cos(ψ2)
sin(ψ1 − ψ2)
)
x′′V, 1. (3.19)
If the two projection rays are not coplanar, one can obtain a linear solution
via Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) as follows. Following (Fo¨rstner and
Wrobel, 2016, p. 602), an unknown object point X˜ in homogeneous form and
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the corresponding projection rays x′′1 and x
′′
2 should satisfy
λ1x
′′
1 = P1 X˜,
λ2x
′′
2 = P2 X˜,
for λ1, λ2 6= 0,
where P1 and P2 are the respective (calibrated) camera matrices with K =
I (compare Eq. (2.10)). Applying the vector product leads to the equation
system x′′1 ×P1
x′′2 ×P2
 X˜ = 0 ⇔
S(x′′1) P1
S(x′′2) P2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
X˜ = 0,
where S(x′′) denotes the skew symmetric matrix related to x′′ (see Eq. (3.3)).
A Singular Value Decomposition then yields X˜ as the last column of the matrix
V.
3.5 Stereo Analysis
3-D-stereo reconstruction via triangulation requires precise estimations of the
projection rays x′′1 and x
′′
2, which in turn are determined by corresponding
image points x1 and x2. A stereo matching algorithm automatically establishes
such correspondences across two images by means of image pixels, patches or
extracted geometric features.
The discrete nature of digital images implies that an object is only resolved
at a limited spatial resolution. The projection by two cameras at different
positions leads to variations in the image signal regarding intensity (surface
reflectance, scattering) and geometric shape (projection of a 3-D object onto
a 2-D image), which introduce uncertainties to the stereo matching and thus
affect the directional precision of x′′1 and x
′′
2. In general, the precision can
be expected highest if the object surface is approximately planar and aligned
parallel to the camera sensor.
Individual image points (pixels) yield only a single color or intensity infor-
mation, which is typically not sufficient to establish reliable correspondences.
Stereo analysis often matches image patches or detectable geometric features,
such as lines or regions, which contain a much higher amount of information
and can be identified in both images. The matching of complex geometric
entities (e.g. the silhouette of a cloud), however, can be challenging, because
the object or parts of it may significantly change its appearance in the images
due to occlusion or perspective change. A convenient approach is to use small
image patches or interest points (Sec. 3.5.1), which can often be found in large
numbers and matched with sufficient reliability.
Stereo matching relies on the visual appearance of an object in the images.
Changes in illumination (whether by surface reflection, scattering or camera
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settings), perspective distortions or specular reflections can lead to incorrect
or flawed correspondences. For the stereo reconstruction of clouds, an obvious
challenge in many situations is the lack of contrast, which leads to a missing
or uncertain reconstruction in those areas. Thus, the base of a cumulus cloud
is generally reconstructed with a higher geometric uncertainty than its well-
structured convective top. Further sources of uncertainty are the discretization
of the intensity signal, electronic noise and a limited computational precision.
A stereo algorithm determines a set of image point correspondences based on
the similarity of the local image signal. Let x1,V and x2,V be two corresponding
image points determined by a stereo algorithm from epipolar rectified images
(see Sec. 3.3). Since the epipolar lines are aligned to the image rows, both
image points differ only by their u-coordinate. The disparity is defined as the
horizontal difference between the two image points in pixel coordinates
d = u1,V − u2,V .
A dense stereo algorithm seeks a valid disparity value for each pixel in the
image, which results in a disparity map D(u1,V , v1,V ) containing for each image
point its corresponding disparity value.
According to Scharstein et al. (2001), most dense stereo matching algorithms
follow the steps (a) matching cost computation, (b) matching cost aggregation,
(c) disparity computation and (d) disparity refinement. Matching cost com-
putation defines a cost function to quantify the similarity between individual
pixels, whereas the cost aggregation step integrates the matching cost over a
local support region or template window. The disparity computation step may
implement further constraints regarding spatial smoothness, visibility or order
to avoid mismatches or provide reasonable disparity estimates in low-contrast
regions. In a last step, the obtained disparity values are refined to sub-pixel
precision.
Depending on the degree an algorithm assesses the steps (b) and (c), it may
be classified as a local or a global method. Local methods rely on the match-
ing cost aggregation alone and implement a winner-takes-it-all strategy, which
allows an efficient computation, but also makes it less robust against ambigui-
ties resulting from low-contrast regions or repeating patterns. Global methods
emphasize the disparity computation step and often minimize a global energy
functional E = Edata+Esmooth, which combines data consistency (steps (a) and
(b)) with a spatial smoothness constraint that demands similar disparities for
neighboring image points. This leads to a propagation of disparity information
across the image and a generally more robust and consistent reconstruction.
Many global methods require epipolar rectified images in order to limit the
high computational complexity resulting from the global disparity computa-
tion. Epipolar image rectification, however, can lead to image deformations
and may affect the matching cost terms in those regions. Global optimiza-
tion techniques used to compute a disparity map range from Markov Random
Fields (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2006) to graph-based methods such as
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Min Cut/Max Flow (Boykov et al., 2001), Dynamic Programming (Birchfield
and Tomasi, 1998) or the variational methods (Slesareva et al., 2005).
The following sections introduce the stereo matching and reconstruction
techniques applied in this thesis.
3.5.1 Feature Matching
Feature-based stereo analysis relies on the detection and matching of well-
defined geometric image features, such as lines (Bay et al., 2005), regions
(Matas et al., 2004) or interest points (Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk, 2007).
The latter are also known as keypoints. This section focuses on the detection,
localization and matching of interest points using the Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT, Lowe, 2004), which is widely used for 3-D reconstruction,
camera pose estimation or image registration. Like all interest point operators,
SIFT-features mark well-defined image areas with low entropy (high informa-
tion) that show strong image intensity gradients, such as corners, junctions or
blobs.
The SIFT operator conducts detection and description of interest points.
Detection relies on edge localization via convolution with the Difference of
Gaussians (DoG) filter, which approximates the Laplacian of Gaussians (LoG)
edge detector. The image is convoluted with a Gaussian filter (G) twice:
once using a kernel size of σ1 and another time with a larger kernel size σ2.
Subtracting the two filtered images yields the Difference of Gaussians (DoG)
image:
DoG(u, v, σ1, σ2) = G(u, v, σ2)−G(u, v, σ1) with σ1 > σ2.
Here, G(u, v, σ) denotes the Gaussian filter of kernel size σ applied at the
image point x = [u, v]>. The DoG filter is applied several times at each
image point with increasing values for σ1 and σ2, resulting in a set of DoG-
layers (Figure 3.6), also known as scale space. The detected local extrema
in each DoG-layer are potential interest points, but may be declined due to
a low absolute response strength. Unstable interest points that cannot be
reliably located throughout scale space are avoided by taking into account a 3x3
neighborhood in the DoG-layer below and above the current layer, which must
not contain an interest point with a smaller (larger) response if it represents a
local minimum (maximum). The interest point localization is then refined to
sub-pixel accuracy by fitting a three-dimensional quadratic function through
the local 3x3x3 DoG-neighborhood (Figure 3.6).
Once the detection step is finished and a set of interest points is collected,
each must be assigned a descriptor that can be used to identify the same in-
terest point in other images. The SIFT feature descriptor consists of a 128 (or
256)-bin histogram containing the gradient magnitudes around the detected
interest point. Based on the radial distance to the interest point, the gradi-
ents are weighted with a Gaussian kernel and are subsequently normalized to
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Figure 3.6: Left: Scale space analysis of an image via Gaussian Image Pyramid.
Right: Interest point localization of the SIFT-operator via scale space
extrema detection. (adapted from Lowe, 2004).
provide some tolerance to variations in illumination. The histogram is then
aligned to the dominant gradient direction, which allows the to identify the
interest point in case of rotated images. For more detailed information of the
SIFT-descriptor, see Lowe (2004).
Once interest points and their descriptors are computed, they can be matched
across the different images. Figure 3.2 shows a matching result used to deter-
mine the essential matrix via interest point correspondences. At this stage the
coplanarity constraint (see Sec. 3.1) states that corresponding interest points
are restricted to lie on the respective epipolar curve. This can be used to filter
out interest point candidates that violate this constraint and thus improve the
matching. Image sampling, measurement errors and image noise affect the lo-
calization of interest points, which makes it necessary to relax the coplanarity
constraint and tolerate deviations to some degree, e.g. 1 pixel. Besides the
coplanarity constraint, a maximum valid disparity range can reduce the num-
ber of invalid correspondences as it formulates as a maximum enclosing angle
between two projection rays, e.g. 15◦.
The interest points are assumed to offer sufficient information for a reliable
matching. Corresponding interest points are identified by their highest match-
ing score based on the gradient information contained in the descriptors q1
and q2 via a similarity measure, such as the sum of squared differences
f(q1,q2) =
∑
i
‖q1(i)− q2(i)‖2,
where i is the descriptor entry index. It is recommended to reject an interest
point match if the matching score ratio between the best and the second best
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candidate is too small:
f(q1,q2)
f(q1,q3)
< f with f ∈ [0.5, 0.8]
In a last step, the correspondences are validated by a consistency check,
which requires the whole matching procedure to be repeated for the reversed
image pair, i.e. interest points in image two are matched against interest points
in image one. Thus, a correspondence between two interest points x1 and x2
is valid if x1 matches x2 and vice versa.
3.5.2 Semi Global Block Matching (SGBM)
The Semi-Global Block Matching (SGBM) is a modification of the technique
introduced by Hirschmuller (2005), and is implemented as part of the open-
source computer vision library OpenCV (Bradski, 2000). The technique has
become very popular due to its convincing results, comparatively simple im-
plementation and high efficiency. While computational complexity is generally
not a crucial aspect in 3-D cloud reconstruction, for some applications, such as
short-term surface solar radiation forecast or an operational use at observation
sites, the economic aspect should not be neglected.
The algorithm computes a disparity map from a pair of epipolar rectified
stereo images (Sec. 3.3) by minimizing a global energy functional. Based on
a chosen range of valid disparities, the first step is to compute the matching
cost for each pixel in the reference image for all possible disparity values.
The algorithm performs a template-based matching cost computation, which
combines the sampling-insensitive similarity measure of Birchfield and Tomasi
(1998) and an image preprocessing step to compensate small errors in the
relative orientation of the camera system (Hirschmuller and Gehrig, 2009).
For the matching cost aggregation the sum of absolute differences (SAD) is
used.
The disparity computation is done in the second step by imposing a spatial
smoothness constraint, which penalizes disparity differences between neigh-
boring pixels along 8 different directions. The penalty is small, P1, in case
the difference is below a certain threshold (e.g. 1 pixel), and higher, P2, if
the difference is larger. The recursive formulation of the updated matching
cost Lr(xV, d) for an image point xV in the reference image, a disparity value
d ∈ [dmin, dmax] and the path vector r, is given by
Lr(xV, d) = C(xV, d) + min{Lr(xV − r, d),
Lr(xV − r, d− 1) + P1,
Lr(xV − r, d+ 1) + P1,
Lr(xV − r, k) + P2}
(3.20)
with
r ∈ {−1, 0,+1}2 \ [0, 0]>, k 6= {d− 1, d, d+ 1}, P1 < P2.
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Figure 3.7: Dense stereo matching with SGBM using epipolar rectified stereo im-
ages. Left/Center: Correspondence information is computed for all
pixels if possible via template-based similarity measure. Right: Each
disparity value d > 0 then allows to reconstruct one 3-D point, result-
ing in a dense 3-D point cloud.
Summed up over all directions r, the total energy for xV and d is
S(xV, d) =
∑
r
Lr(xV, d).
and the disparity minimizing the global energy for xV is
D(xV) = arg mind {S(xV, d)}
In a last step, the disparities are refined to sub-pixel accuracy by fitting a
parabola at the disparity minimum, i.e. S(xV, D(xV) − 1), S(xV, D(xV)) and
S(xV, D(xV) + 1). The suitability of the fitted function may vary with the
underlying energy functional.
The disparity map is computed twice, once with image 1 as reference and
vice versa, to make sure the computed disparities are mutually consistent and
differ at most by a given threshold d (e.g. 1 pixel):
D(xV) =
{
d if |D1→2(x1,V)−D2→1(x2,V)| < d
invalid otherwise
Recall that d > 0.
3.5.3 Patch-based Multi-View Stereo (PMVS)
Patch-Based Multi-View Stereo (Furukawa and Ponce, 2010) models an ob-
ject as a collection of oriented and textured (radiation reflecting) rectangular
3-D-patches in space. A patch that is close to its corresponding surface el-
ement of the real object, including its orientation, is assumed to produce a
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radiometric and geometrically consistent projection in each observing camera.
The algorithm uses both the SIFT and the Harris feature detector to collect
a set of initial interest point correspondences and follows an expand-and-filter
strategy in order to achieve a denser surface reconstruction. Such an approach
is flexible regarding the number of employed cameras and results in a high
accuracy, since each patch is optimized w.r.t. its location and orientation to
achieve the best matching score across the images. According to the ETH3D2
multi-view benchmark, PMVS ranks high at accuracy, but relatively low at
geometric completeness.
Consider a set of spatially distributed cameras observing the same object
from different views. The image Ik of camera k is subdivided by a regular grid,
e.g. with a cell size of 32×32 pixel. After a feature detection by the Difference-
of-Gaussians (Sec. 3.5.1) and Harris detector (Harris and Stephens, 1988),
each such grid cell keeps only a certain number of those features with highest
gradient magnitude, which are then matched across the individual images by
implementing a maximum deviation from the coplanarity constraint and using
normalized cross-correlation as matching cost function. The resulting set of
matched interest points is then triangulated to yield the respective centers of
the initial set P of patches. Each patch is associated with a reference image,
which provides the corresponding texture and initial orientation. After the
matching phase, the collected patches are refined w.r.t. patch location and
orientation to yield the highest average cross-correlation, N(p), across the
images:
N(p) =
1
|T (p)| − 1
∑
I∈T (p),I 6=R(p)
NCC(p,R(p), I), (3.21)
where T (p) is the set of images where p is visible and R(p) is the reference
image of p.
A subsequent iterative patch expansion and outlier filtering then creates a
consistent and robust quasi-dense 3-D-reconstruction. The patch expansion
step is similar to the smoothness constraint, which is usually implemented in
global stereo matching algorithms and assumes similar disparities for neigh-
boring pixels. New patches are only created if an image grid cell does not have
its maximum number of registered (projected) patches and existing ones in
the vicinity have a similar patch orientation. Outliers are removed during the
filter stage if patches in front or behind the correct surface patch are detected
via low correlation and visibility values compared to neighboring patches.
The current implementation works for central-perspective cameras only and
cannot be applied to the whole image content of a fisheye image simultaneously.
For practical purposes, the application of PMVS is limited to a subregion of
the hemispheric stereo images, which is projected onto the local tangent image
plane to obey the central-perspective projection.
2https://www.eth3d.net
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3.5.4 Discussion
In this thesis, stereo analysis relies primarily on SGBM, as it provides a geo-
metrically more complete reconstruction than PMVS; the resulting dense 3-D
point cloud is well suited for a further analysis like segmentation of individual
clouds. Such stereo algorithms establish image point correspondences, while
implicitly assuming a horizontal shift of the image signal. This assumption is
approximately valid for planar surface elements with an orientation similar to
the viewing direction. In case of slanted or highly curved surfaces, however,
the fixed geometry of the template window is often not suited to adequately
resolve the depth (disparity) range within the template, which then results in
mismatches or uncertainties in the reconstruction. In this application, the base
of distant clouds yields such a slanted surface relative to the viewing direction.
PMVS combines stereo matching and 3-D reconstruction by optimizing the
object geometry directly in space via oriented 3-D patches. This approach
has the potential to achieve a higher accuracy and precision for cloud top
areas, which are often not aligned towards the cameras. In this application,
the full potential of PMVS is not exploited because large distances between
the stereo cameras will generally make parts of a cloud visible only to one
stereo camera, i.e. two camera devices. It can be expected, however, that the
method produces slightly more accurate results for cloud top areas, which are
not aligned towards the cameras.
3.6 Geometric Precision of Hemispheric Stereo
The theoretical precision is derived for a pair of hemispheric cameras w.r.t. of
geometric distance and cloud base height, and is illustrated for a hypothetical
cloud layer at 1500 m height. The geometric precision of a fixed stereo camera
system depends primarily on the precision of the disparity obtained from the
stereo matching. While the relative orientation and the intrinsic parameters
influence the overall geometric accuracy of the reconstruction, they can be
assumed constant; a flawed relative orientation would lead primarily to a per-
sistent distortion of the 3-D reconstruction rather than random disturbances.
The quality of the computed disparity map depends primarily on contrast
and structure in the respective image area: Cloud edges provide high contrast
and thus a high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR); a noisy image signal then has
only small effects on the recovered object geometry. In image areas with low
contrast, however, image noise has a larger influence on the matching result,
leading to an uncertainty in the computed disparity estimate. Obviously, the
size of the template window - or the patch size of interest points - also has
a large influence on the uncertainty of the disparity map. A larger window
allows to use a higher amount of information to compute the matching cost
and thus increases the robustness to image noise. Following Fo¨rstner (1993),
a good approximation to the precision of template matching is given by the
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Figure 3.8: Spatial distribution of the theoretical precision for a stereo setup of
hemispheric sky imagers within an area of 10 km × 10 km in meters,
assuming a baseline of 300 m. Shown is the uncertainty of (a) the
geometric distance and (b) cloud base height (CBH) for a hypotheti-
cal cloud layer at 1500 m height. The cameras are visualized as two
black dots in the center. The directional uncertainty of the reference
projection ray x′′V, 1 and the uncertainty of the angle γ is set to 0.07
◦.
covariance matrix Σdd
Σdd = σ
2
n T
−1, where T =

∑
i∈Ω
f 2x
∑
i∈Ω
fx fy∑
i∈Ω
fx fy
∑
i∈Ω
f 2y
 .
The matrix T is often called the structure tensor and contains information
about the local gradient structure within the template domain Ω, as fx and
fy denote the horizontal and vertical derivatives of the image signal. Higher
gradients allow for a more precise matching. The image noise variance σ2n
can be obtained a priori from the sensor characteristics and the local image
intensity, or may be derived from the difference of the matched templates.
The precision of a stereo camera system is derived via propagation of un-
certainty using a first-order approximation of the triangulation step (Sec. 3.4).
For the sake of simplicity, the analysis assumes a canonical stereo camera setup,
i.e. R1 = R2 = I and b = [b, 0, 0]
>, where b denotes the distance between the
cameras. It is assumed that the projection rays are subject to a directional
uncertainty within the epipolar plane only.
Given a pair of projection rays x′′V, 1 and x
′′
V, 2, and corresponding angles ψ1
and ψ2 (Figure 3.5). One way to model the random perturbation is to interpret
ψ1 and ψ2 as two independent random variables. This is justified in case the
corresponding image points are localized independently. Another possibility is
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that the angles ψ1 and γ are both independent random variables, which better
represents the process of template matching, as done by many dense stereo
algorithms like SGBM, and generally leads to a smaller geometric uncertainty.
This approach is pursued in the following analysis.
According to Eq. (3.19), a 2-D object point, 2DXV, within an epipolar plane
can be rewritten in terms of the angles ψ1 and γ as
2DXV = b
(
cos(ψ1 − γ)
sin(γ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
[
sin(ψ1)
cos(ψ1).
]
The variance of the geometric distance s along the reference ray is then given
as
σ2s = Js Diag([σ
2
ψ1
, σ2γ]) J
>
s ,
where the Jacobian
Js =
[
∂s
∂ ψ1
∂s
∂γ
]
is best obtained via numerical differentiation due to a bad numeric conditioning
of the analytic solution (Schneider et al., 2016). The variance of cloud base
height (CBH) depends directly on the zenith angle θ, which yields
σ2cbh = cos
2(θ)σ2s .
Based on these formulations, one can investigate the spatial variation of
the theoretical precision of distance (Figure 3.8a) and cloud base height (Fig-
ure 3.8b) for a pair of sky imagers. The virtual setup includes a hypotheti-
cal cloud layer at 1500 m height, which is observed by two sky imagers in a
canonical stereo configuration and a baseline length of 300 m. The directional
uncertainty of ψ1 and γ is set to σψ1 = σγ = 0.07
◦. The increasing uncertainty
along the baseline is clearly recognizable, as is also the elliptic shape of the
spatial distribution of the geometric error. This is particularly important for
low clouds like shallow cumulus, which often have a cloud base height between
1000 m and 1500 m. In case of a mid- to high-altitude cloud, however, the
error distribution becomes increasingly isotropic.
A single camera pair thus cannot monitor clouds with the same quality in
all directions; a morphological analysis should focus on areas with lowest un-
certainty, i.e. perpendicular to the baseline. Alternatively, a stereo camera
pair could be extended to a 3-camera setup, for example aligned in a right-
angled triangle. The additional camera would allow to reduce the geometric
uncertainty and to improve stereo matching and triangulation (trifocal geom-
etry). The uncertainty of cloud base height, i.e. the vertical component of
the geometric uncertainty, depends also on the zenith angle of the respective
projection ray (Figure 3.8b) and shows a slower increase with distance to the
cameras. Hence, cloud height estimations may still be reliable even at larger
distances to the cameras.
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3.7 Effect of Asynchronous Recording
3-D stereo reconstruction of dynamic objects is sensitive to asynchronously
recorded images. Given a fixed camera setup, a time difference between the
individual recordings can lead to errors during stereo analysis that result in
distortions or missing data in the 3-D reconstruction. The quality of the effect,
however, varies with the motion direction of the recorded object relative to the
camera setup.
If the motion direction is approximately parallel to the baseline, a small
time shift between both recordings results in a positive or negative disparity
bias (depending on the sign of motion) caused by the additional cloud motion
between the recordings. Without additional information from other obser-
vations, it is impossible to judge whether the computed disparity map results
from a lower (or higher) cloud layer base height or is caused by asynchronously
recording cameras.
The bias of the 3-D model is directly proportional to the ratio of the trans-
lation between both recordings and the baseline length:
dzcbh =
∆t · v
b
zcbh.
In case the layers motion direction is perpendicular to the baseline, the result-
ing projection rays do not lie within the same epipolar plane and the trian-
gulated point would lie between the two epipolar planes at a similar height.
The effect on a disparity map, computed via epipolar rectified images, is an
increased variability of the 3-D reconstruction without showing a clear vertical
bias.
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4 Evaluation of 3-D Cloud
Reconstructions
This chapter evaluates the 3-D cloud geometries produced by the dense stereo
reconstruction, as described in Chapter 3, with observational data from a
micro-pulse lidar-ceilometer and a 35-GHz cloud radar situated at the Ju¨lich
Observatory for Cloud Evolution (JOYCE; Lo¨hnert et al., 2015) within the
Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich GmBH.
Sec. 4.1 introduces the experimental setup, including a technical descrip-
tion of the instruments and the spatial configurations of the stereo camera
system. The accuracy of the method is then evaluated for cases of cloud lay-
ers and cumulus clouds. The planar geometry of mid-altitude cloud layers is
used to investigate the general accuracy and reliability of the reconstruction -
especially at off-zenith regions (Sec. 4.2). Reconstructed morphologies of cu-
mulus clouds are evaluated in Sec. 4.3 and compared to the 2-D reflectivity
signal obtained from a cloud radar scan in Sec. 4.4. The efficient backscat-
ter of clouds at wavelengths in the visible spectrum allows to confront the
reconstructions with time-series of cloud base height retrievals from a lidar-
ceilometer and investigate the accuracy of the system in various atmospheric
situations (Sec. 4.5).
4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Stereo Camera Setup at Ju¨lich
When designing a network of stereo cameras for monitoring the local cloud
field and cloud morphology, choosing a spatial camera setup with a rather
short baseline (e.g. 300 to 500 m) compared to previous studies (e.g. Seiz,
2003; O¨ktem et al., 2014), can be favorable. While a shorter baseline yields
larger geometric uncertainties with increasing distance to the cameras, the
small size and spacing of cumulus clouds makes a large baseline (e.g. 1 km)
inappropriate because the amount of mutually visible cloud areas diminishes
rapidly, impeding a dense stereo reconstruction.
The experimental camera setup in this study included up to two pairs of
stereo cameras, i.e. four individual sky imagers, separated by several kilo-
meters with the aim to reconstruct clouds from different perspectives. The
sky imagers were situated within and around the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
GmBH (FZJ) in the state of North-Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. The FZJ is
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1 2 km0
FZJ / JOYCE (2014 - )
Jülich City (2016)
Pit Mine / RWE (2015)
FZJ / JOYCE (2016 - )
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N
Figure 4.1: The experimental stereo camera setup consists of four hemispheric
sky cameras grouped in two pairs. While two cameras were always
situated within the the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich GmBH near the
Ju¨lich Laboratory for Cloud Evolution (JOYCE), the other camera
pair was installed for a limited time period near the open pit mine
(RWE) in 2015 and within the city center of Ju¨lich since 2016 (JUL).
Large map: Land NRW (2017) Datenlizenz Deutschland - Namen-
snennung -Version 2.0 (www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0). Small map:
c©OpenStreetMap-Mitwirkende - www.openstreetmap.org/copyright.
located between the cities Aachen in the West, Cologne in the East and 4
kilometers from the city of Ju¨lich in the Northwest. While the natural land
surface is plain, the local vicinity has a heterogeneous character with adjacent
open pit mines to the West and East, an artificial hill (Sophienho¨he), a coal
power plant Weisweiler and varying land use of forests and acres. Figure 4.1
gives an overview of the local geography and the spatial setup of the cameras.
Three different stereo camera configurations were tested during the experi-
mental phase, each configuration consisting of two cameras. In the following,
these stereo camera setups are abbreviated as JOYCE, RWE, JUL. The stereo
configuration JOYCE within the research center was operational from May
2014 to September 2015. The reference camera was situated directly at the
observation site; the second camera was installed on the roof of a building ap-
proximately 300 m away. In October 2015, the second camera was re-located
to another building, which increased the baseline to approximately 700 m.
In 2015, two additional cameras - stereo configuration RWE - were installed
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within the administrative area of the pit mine Hambach - property of the RWE
group - located approximately 7 km distant from JOYCE, and was operational
from June to early September 2015. The additional camera setup allowed to
reconstruct a geometrically more complete boundary of passing clouds from
two perspectives. Since a regular internet connection was not available, the
cameras were controlled via a mobile connection. While placement options for
the cameras were limited, the area of highest reconstruction precision could
be aligned towards JOYCE. A baseline of 300 m was sufficient for an analysis
of passing clouds between JOYCE and RWE, but resulted also in a rather low
geometric precision for clouds very close to JOYCE. A third camera setup,
JUL, which was located in the city center of Ju¨lich, was tested in 2016 and
included the cameras of the former RWE camera pair. In this configuration,
both stereo configurations, JOYCE and JUL, had a baseline of more than 700
m. The shorter distance between JOYCE and JUL of about 4 km princi-
pally allowed to compare convective top reconstructions of passing clouds to
the corresponding reflectivity profile from the cloud radar at JOYCE, but due
to technical problems the scanning capability of the radar was not available
during most of 2016. During this period, only the vertical profile scan (soda
straw) was operational, which provides only a 1-D reflectivity profile at zenith.
The baseline of each stereo camera setup was aligned in Southwest - North-
east direction with the highest geometric precision in a perpendicular direction
(Northwest - Southeast), i.e. along the line connecting the stereo camera loca-
tions (JOYCE - JUL - RWE). The baseline of the camera setup in the research
center is to a large degree determined by the limited localization options, since
few buildings are high enough to offer an open view that is unobstructed by
trees or buildings, or have power-supply and network access without violating
security standards. Based on the camera setup JOYCE, any further suit-
able location should generally satisfy a sufficiently large distance to JOYCE
(e.g. 4 to 7 km), which allows to reconstruct clouds from different view per-
spectives. The additional camera pair should be oriented towards JOYCE to
create overlapping areas of highest precision and generate synergy between the
cameras. During the experiments, the maximum precision areas were oriented
Northwest to Southeast and were suited to reconstruct passing clouds from two
sides, moving in Southwest - Northeast direction. Clouds moving in Northwest
- Southeast direction can be tracked for a long time and permit observation of
cloud evolution and life-cycle.
4.1.2 Instruments for Validation
The JOYCE observation site hosts many instruments aimed at studying the
evolution of boundary layer clouds, radiation closure and precipitation. Suit-
able information about the geometric aspects of passing clouds is provided by a
lidar-celometer and a scanning cloud radar, which are described in more detail
in the following sections.
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4.1.2.1 Cloud Radar JOYRAD-35
The JOYRAD-35 (Figure 4.2a) is a polarimetric Doppler radar that measures
the reflectivity at 35.5 GHz. Its capacity to emit and receive vertically and
horizontally polarized radiation including their Doppler shift allows to analyze
cloud macro-physical properties, such as cloud vertical structure and thickness,
and retrieve micro-physical properties, such as cloud particle type, phase and
velocity. Its sensing capability relies on a pencil beam with a measuring range
between 150 m and 15 km, a range resolution of 30 m and a beam width of
0.6◦, which corresponds to 52 m at 5 km distance.
The capability of the radar to sense clouds depends on its sensitivity to
detect the backscattered radiation by a distribution of cloud droplets located at
a distance d. For typical droplet sizes of 6 to 40 microns in diameter, Rayleigh-
scattering theory then states that the received power Pr of the backscattered
signal is
Pr ∝ pi
5
λ4
∣∣∣∣m2 − 1m2 + 2
∣∣∣∣2 Zd2 ,
where λ the wavelength of the radar beam and m the complex refractive index
of water (or ice). The proportionality of Pr to λ
−4 indicates that at a smaller
wavelength, the amount of backscattered radiation increases, but also the beam
extinction increases. The reflectivity factor Z is a property of the target,
which, in this case, refers to a population of cloud droplets, and depends on
the number density distribution n(D) of cloud droplets. It is defined as
Z =
∫ ∞
0
n(D)D6 dD,
where D is the diameter of the droplet or particle. Due to the large range of
possible reflectivity values, Z is usually given in logarithmic scale:
Z[dBZ] = 10 log10(Z).
Accordingly, a single large cloud droplet can have the same reflectivity fac-
tor as millions of smaller droplets. The emitted signal by the radar and the
backscattered signal by the cloud droplets both decrease with distance ∝ 1/d2,
resulting in a combined decrease ∝ 1/d4. The volume of the beam cell, how-
ever, increases increases ∝ d2, leading to a net decrease of the signal ∝ 1/d2.
The radar is thus often not sensitive enough to detect distant parts of a cloud
that contain very small droplets. These conditions are usually met at the edges
of a cloud and near the cloud base, where entraining sub-cloud air just pro-
duces a narrow and small-size droplet spectrum. This effect is more significant
for continental than marine cumulus. Typical cloud droplet sizes of marine
cumulus reach sizes of 10 to 40 µm in diameter. Continental cumulus consist
of smaller droplets due to the higher availability of cloud condensation nuclei
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Instruments for validation of 3-D stereo reconstructions. Left: Po-
larimetric Doppler-radar JOYRAD-35 produced by METEK. Right:
Lidar-ceilometer CT25K by Vaisala. (Images adapted from METEK
instrument data sheet (http://metek.de/) (left) and http://gop.
meteo.uni-koeln.de/ag_crewell (right))
(CCN) and reach only sizes of 5 to 20 µm in diameter (Pruppacher and Klett,
1996, p. 18). At the cloud base, where droplets just reached their activation
radii, the diameter can be even smaller.
The radar operates either in a 1-D vertical scan (Soda Straw) or 2-D cross-
wind range-height indicator scan mode (CW-RHI), which is scheduled for the
first 15 minutes of each hour and is aligned perpendicular to the dominant
wind direction as derived from the nearby wind-lidar. The scan aims at sensing
the 3-D cloud morphology of passing clouds by a sequence of 2-D reflectivity
profiles (Kollias et al., 2014), and is used in this thesis to evaluate the stereo
reconstructions.
An additional scanning sequence was operational irregularly in 2014 and
2015, which was designed to observe clouds within the regions of maximum
geometric precision of the stereo camera system rather than in cross-wind
direction as in CW-RHI mode. Since only a few scans per hour could be
conducted, the yield of those scanning modes was not relevant for the results
of this thesis.
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4.1.2.2 Lidar-Ceilometer CT25K
The CT25K lidar-ceilometer (Figure 4.2b) emits laser pulses at a wavelength of
905 nm (near infra-red) and measures the backscattered signal by aerosols and
cloud droplets. To increase the signal-to-noise-ratio, each pulse has a length of
100 ns, which allows to average 65.536 backscatter profiles over a period of 11.7
seconds. The laser beam has an opening angle of 0.037◦, which corresponds to
a diameter of 2.25 m at 3000 m height. The observation range reaches from 30
m up to 7500 m with a range resolution of about 30 m. Output is produced
every 15 seconds, including data processing and transfer. An analysis of the
height-resolved backscatter profile then allows to estimate cloud base height
(CBH), cloud vertical dimension for optically thin clouds and boundary layer
height.
Following Weitkamp (2005), the received power P (r, λ) of the backscattered
light at distance R and wavelength λ is given as
P (R, λ) = P0
cτ
2
Aη
O(R)
R2
β(R, λ) exp
[
−2
∫ R
0
α(r, λ) dr
]
, (4.1)
where P0 is the power and τ the duration of a single emitted laser pulse, c the
speed of light, A the area of the receiver optics, η is the device-specific optical
efficiency and O(r) the overlap ratio between the solid angle of the laser beam
and the telescope area A. The exponential term determines the transmission
of light according to the law of Beer–Lambert–Bouguer. The backscatter coef-
ficient β, which specifies the amount of radiation that is scattered in backward
direction, depends to the droplet size distribution within a volume and the
laser light wavelength λ.
A retrieval algorithm analyzes the backscatter signal and detects sharp peaks
that indicate a change in particle or droplet concentration, which reveals the
edge of a cloud and thus CBH. Depending on the algorithm and the specifica-
tions of the lidar, the retrieved CBH can vary up to 100 m (Martucci et al.,
2010).
In order to reduce backscatter signal induced by falling rain drops, the instru-
ment is tilted by 2.5◦ (before 2015 the tilt was 7◦), which permits estimation of
CBH under rainy conditions. This strategy is, however, only effective for light
rain, whereas strong rain events produce a backscatter which is dominated by
the integrative effect of the rain drops. One has to consider this tilt as well
as the absolute orientation of the lidar when comparing CBH observations to
those derived by the stereo camera system, since the instruments might not
point to exactly the same spot in the sky. This uncertainty, however, should
not severely affect a comparison; larger disagreements can be expected for
shallow cumulus clouds due to a higher small-scale variability. The exact ori-
entation of the lidar beam was not estimated, but could be determined, for
example, from the cross-correlation of time-height profiles of CBH from both
the lidar-ceilometer and the stereo reconstruction.
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4.1.3 Evaluation Methodology
A convenient way to validate the stereo reconstructions includes a compari-
son of zenith CBH from a lidar-ceilometer to the corresponding height values
extracted from the reconstructions, as done for example in Seiz et al. (2002),
O¨ktem et al. (2014) and Allmen and Kegelmeyer (1996). In this chapter, the
reconstructions are also compared to the reflectivity profiles obtained from a
scanning cloud radar. The methodology for a comparison is described in the
following.
Due to the central-projective geometry of the cameras one should only com-
pare observations, which are approximately collinear to the viewing direction of
the reference camera in the respective stereo setup. A comparison of two corre-
sponding object points, related to the reflectivity profile and the reconstruction
respectively, is thus only valid if both are projectively equivalent, i.e. project
approximately to the same image point. The 3-D geometric difference is ex-
pected to depend primarily on the stereo analysis (parallax/disparity), which
may cause an uncertainty in the estimated distance along the respective pro-
jection ray (compare Sec. 3.6).
The (relative) geometric difference proj (rel) between a 3-D object point X
from the stereo reconstruction and a reference point Xref , e.g. derived from
the lidar-ceilometer or the cloud radar, is defined as:
proj = ‖X‖ − ‖Xref‖,
rel =
‖X‖ − ‖Xref‖
‖Xref‖
with ∠(X,Xref ) < γ. (4.2)
The angle γ defines the maximum valid angle between the projection ray of
X and Xref . In the experiments, γ is set to a value of 0.1
◦, which corresponds
approximately to an error of one pixel in the image.
To obtain a meaningful error statistic and remove the influence of gross
outliers, a comparison is done after the removal of values outside the 1.5-fold
interquartile range above the upper and below the lower quartile of the dataset.
4.1.3.1 Evaluation via Zenith-CBH Time-Series of Lidar-Ceilometer
CBH is derived from the reconstruction by averaging the height of all points
within a vertically aligned cone of 5◦ diameter. Such a large sampling area,
compared to the beam diameter of the lidar, increases the chance of a valid
CBH estimation, since the stereo analysis might not produce a valid disparity
for all cloudy pixels in the reference image. Averaging over a range of CBH
values, however, can also lead to disagreements with the corresponding value
from the lidar-ceilometer. The effect is largest for clouds with a heterogeneous
cloud base morphology or at the edges of a cloud where different parts of the
cloud become visible. Also, the lidar-ceilometer was tilted by 7◦ (later 2.5◦)
and the absolute orientation of the laser beam is not exactly known.
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For the statistical evaluation a temporal sampling of 60 seconds was chosen
within a six hour time span from 10:00 UTC to 16:00 UTC. Since the sampling
times of both instruments were not synchronized - the stereo system was not
technically integrated into JOYCE - both the nominal time stamp and the real
sampling time can differ by some seconds. The maximum nominal sampling
time difference between two corresponding observations is chosen as 7 seconds,
with the consequence that some observations do not contribute to the statistics.
Due to the different orientation and missing synchronization both methods
may not always sample the same part of a cloud, which can result in a higher
variability, but also to some gross outliers that affect the comparison.
4.1.3.2 Evaluation via Georeferenced CBH-Time-Series
A non-scanning lidar-ceilometer offers CBH observations only for the zenith
area; a validation of the cloud morphology in off-zenith regions is generally not
possible. Mid- to high-altitude stratiform clouds and fast moving stratocumu-
lus decks, however, often evolve over time-scales long enough to assume an
approximately constant cloud base geometry for periods of 10 to 30 minutes.
This allows to simulate a scanning capability of the lidar-ceilometer by com-
paring a single cross-section of the stereo reconstruction, taken in direction of
cloud motion, with a time-series of CBH observations from the lidar-ceilometer.
Such a comparison requires to convert the time-height observations by the
lidar-ceilometer to a sequence of 3-D points within the world reference system,
which can then be used to compute the 3-D geometric difference according to
Eq. (4.2).
Let ϕ be the motion direction of a cloud layer from where it approaches, and
v its velocity, for example derived from wind lidar observations or estimated
cloud motion vectors (Chapter 5). The cross-section of the reconstruction rep-
resents the geometric state of the layer at time t0 with the horizontal distance
s to the reference camera ranging between smin and smax (e.g. ±5000 m). The
corresponding CBH time series by the lidar-ceilometer is determined by the
time interval tmin < t < tmax and converted to the common world reference
system via
Xceilo(t, ϕ, v) = cos(ϕ)(t0 − t)v,
Yceilo(t, ϕ, v) = sin(ϕ)(t0 − t)v,
Zceilo(t, ϕ, v) = CBH(t),
where
tmin = t0 − smax − smin
2v
,
tmax = t0 +
smax − smin
2v
.
4.1.3.3 Evaluation via Cloud Radar Cross-Section Scans
The cloud radar stores the north-aligned azimuth angle ϕN , elevation angle θelv
and the radial distance R of each reflectivity value. A comparison with the
stereo reconstruction thus requires the conversion from spherical to Euclidean
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(world) coordinates, according to
Xrad(ϕ
N , θelv, r) = R cos(−ϕN + 3
2
pi) cos θelv,
Yrad(ϕ
N , θelv, r) = R sin(−ϕN + 3
2
pi) cos θelv,
Zrad(ϕ
N , θelv, r) = R sin θelv.
Note that the azimuth angle ϕN describes an orientation/rotation w.r.t. North
and in reverse direction of rotation compared to the coordinate system of the
stereo cameras.
Since a single radar beam can provide multiple reflectivity values that are
almost collinear to a 3-D point of the stereo reconstruction, the computation of
the geometric difference according to Eq. (4.2) includes only those reflectivity
signals with the smallest radial distance R, which are assumed to represent
the cloud boundary.
4.1.4 Evaluation Data
Image data was collected from different stereo configurations over the years
2014, 2015 and 2016 (Sec. 4.1.1). The dataset is selected with the purpose to
address a specific evaluation problem (e.g. consistency of 3-D cloud morphol-
ogy, accuracy via CBH observations) or atmospheric situation (e.g. multiple
cloud layers). In general, a comparison between the stereo reconstruction
and a lidar-ceilometer can be done almost permanently (e.g. via zenith-CBH
statistics), a detailed investigation of cumulus morphology using the scanning
capability of the cloud radar is more difficult due to the limited spatial and
temporal coverage of a scanning sequence and the degrading sensitivity with
distance.
Date Cloud Type Description Focus
2014-07-24 Cu,Cb Unstable, convection Cu morphology
2014-08-05 Ac,Cu Inversion, sparse Cu Cloud layer
2014-08-11 Cb,Ac,As,Cu Cyclone flow, showers Cloud layer/radar
2015-07-29 Cb,Cu,Sc Cyclone flow, showers CBH variability
2015-08-19 Cc,Ac,Sc Mixed clouds Multi-layer clouds
2015-08-24 Ac,As,Cu Mixed clouds Cu sensed by radar
Table 4.1: Overview of experimental datasets obtained from stereo camera JOYCE,
listed with dominant cloud type, atmospheric condition and evaluation
focus.
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4.2 Evaluation of Cloud Layer Reconstructions
Cloud layers allow to investigate both the validity of the estimated camera ori-
entation parameters and the results from the stereo reconstruction. An error in
the orientation parameters or a computer system time offset should produce
a detectable systematic distortion or offset in the reconstruction, whereas a
flawed stereo analysis can result in a random variability, a missing reconstruc-
tion or inconsistent artifacts of the cloud geometry. In this analysis, cloud
reconstructions are limited to an area of 10×10 km2 due to the increasing
geometric uncertainty with distance to the cameras.
Figure 4.3 shows an analysis of an altocumulus cloud layer from 11 August
2014 at 14:14:00 UTC, which was captured by a cross-section scan of the cloud
radar. The average geometric difference between the stereo reconstruction and
the lower cloud boundary derived from the radar reflectivity signal amounts
to 61 m with a standard deviation of 32 m. The estimated CBH is 2897 m by
the lidar-ceilometer and 2881 m by the cameras.
The horizontal extent of the cloud as derived by the stereo cameras and the
cloud radar differs significantly. While the reconstruction occupies a distance
range from -2000 m to 5000 m, the radar signal suggests a cloud within -1000 m
and 3000 m. A likely explanation in this case is the decreasing sensitivity of the
radar with increasing distance (between 3000 m and 5000 m/-2000 m and -1000
m) and smaller droplet size due to evaporation at the edge of the cloud. One
should, however, take into consideration that a flawed cloud mask (Sec. 2.3.1)
can lead to a larger (smaller) geometric extent of the cloud reconstruction if
the threshold is chosen too large (low).
Figure 4.3c shows a comparison between a time-series of CBH values by the
lidar-ceilometer and a reconstruction cross-section along the layers direction
of motion, according to the methodology described in Sec. 4.1.3.2. It reveals
a small, but steady increase of the layers base height from 2800 m to 3000 m,
which is also detected by the stereo analysis. Within a horizontal distance from
1000 m to 3000 m the reconstruction shows a higher variability, resulting in a
difference of up to 400 m to the CBH from the lidar. The variability is most
likely caused by the strong forward-scattering of direct solar radiation, causing
an over-saturation of the sensor elements in the respective image region and a
flawed disparity estimation during the stereo analysis. Ignoring these outliers,
the stereo cameras match the lidar-ceilometer CBH on average up to 9 meters
with a standard deviation of 59 m (2.04% of ceilometer CBH).
Stereo analysis can detect multiple cloud layers in the stereo reconstruction
as long as they are partly visible in both cameras and offer a minimal amount
of contrast. A case study from 19 August 2015 at 13:50 UTC shows a two-layer
situation with a cirrus/cirrocumulus layer between 6 and 8 km height and a
translucent stratocumulus layer at about 2.3 km height, which is barely visible
as it was evaporating near zenith (Figure 4.4). Both layers were recognized
by the stereo analysis, yielding clearly distinguishable reconstructions. Com-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of a stereo reconstruction to the reflectivity profile from a
cloud radar and validation with CBH observations by a lidar-ceilometer
at 11 August 2014 14:14 UTC. The original fisheye image from the ref-
erence camera at JOYCE is shown in (a) with marked directions of two
cross-sections (arrow base: negative distance, arrow top: positive dis-
tance) with (b) corresponding to (1) and (c) corresponding to (2). The
cross-section of the reconstruction is (b) compared to the reflectivity
profile by the cloud radar and (c) to the georeferenced time series of
CBH observations by the lidar-ceilometer.
pared to the zenith CBH values by the lidar-ceilometer, the reconstruction
shows differences between -100 m and -200 meters for the stratocumulus layer.
The reconstruction resembles, however, the lower boundary of the backscatter
profile up to about 50 m, which can be explained by the CBH retrieval algo-
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Figure 4.4: Evaluation of multi-layer cloud reconstructions from 19 August 2015
with (a) the original fisheye image and (c) a corresponding cloud height
map, which indicates a higher cirrus/cirrocumulus layer at 6 km height
and a lower translucent stratocumulus at 2.3 km height. Also shown is
(b) a comparison with the reflectivity profile from the cloud radar and
(d) a comparison with the cloud base height (CBH) and backscatter
profile (in (sradm)−1) from the lidar-ceilometer in. Note that in this
case the radar scan was scheduled to cover an elevation range of only
75◦.
rithm that tends to locate the CBH above the strongest increase in backscatter.
The reconstruction of the cirrocumulus cloud yields a standard deviation of 53
m with a mean difference to the reflectivity-derived cloud layer boundary of
76 m.
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4.3 Cumulus Morphology Retrieval with SGBM
and PMVS
The following analysis evaluates the 3-D reconstruction of cumulus clouds and
the potential to capture the irregular morphology. In most cases, the scans
of the cloud radar did not cover the investigated cumulus clouds due to the
limited number of scans per hour (15 minutes) and a fixed scanning direction.
An inter-comparison of the SGBM and PMVS stereo reconstruction methods
(compare Sec. 3.5.2 and Sec. 3.5.3) is provided to investigate the performance
for such clouds.
The shape reconstruction of cumulus clouds was investigated in detail at 24
July 2014. The atmospheric condition could be characterized as unstable, with
active convection and significant vertical wind shear. Under these conditions,
strong updrafts caused highly tilted convective turrets.
A developing cumulus cloud at 11:32 UTC was analyzed that was reaching its
terminal height of approximately 3700 m (Figure 4.5). The vertical wind shear
and the convective updraft led to an increasingly concave shape of the cloud.
The cross-section through the 3-D reconstruction (yellow line in Figure 4.5)
suggests that the principal geometry was recovered correctly, since cloud top
(1), the smaller convective tower (3) and the cloud base (2) are recognizable.
Judging from the temporally closest and lowest CBH values from the lidar-
ceilometer, which indicate a CBH of 1572 m (at 11:22 UTC), the base is
overestimated by up to 100 meters at its central region at 4000 m distance.
SGBM and PMVS were both applied to the stereo images in full resolution
and a template size of 11 pixel. The reconstructions differed by less than 100
m and mostly below 50 m (Figure 4.5f). Since PMVS relies on the detection
of interest points, it is unable to model the cloud base adequately, which lacks
any distinctive image areas due to a low contrast.
While cloud base (2) and the shadowed section at (1), below the convec-
tive turret were reproduced, such low-contrast areas are likely not sufficiently
pronounced; regularization instead of template matching then dominates the
disparity estimation during stereo analysis. The geometric uncertainty is well
below 25 m at well-structured parts and reaches values of 75 m and more at the
texture-less area near (1) Figure 4.5c). The highest uncertainty can be found
near the cloud base where it reaches typical standard deviations between 50
and 150 m. Such areas often have insufficient contrast for a valid stereo match,
resulting in a missing reconstruction. The secondary convective tower at (3) is
also recognizable in the cross-section, reaching a height of about 2700 m. When
using a fixed-size template window for the stereo matching, such geometries
tend to be smoothed and over-sized, since the small-scale curvature cannot be
resolved. A smaller template window could be used without sacrificing too
much geometric precision, while capturing those higher frequency geometries
in more detail.
The reconstruction of clouds that appear near the left and right border of the
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Figure 4.5: Analysis of cumulus morphology and reconstruction precision from 24
July 2014 as produced by SGBM and PMVS in full image resolu-
tion. Shown is (a) a close-up view from the original fisheye image with
marked cross-section and three areas of interest, (b) a 3-D cloud bound-
ary mesh derived from the point cloud and visualized in Blender, (c) un-
certainty of geometric distance to reference camera, (d) height-contour
plot, (e) cross-section of reconstructions and (f) geometric distance be-
tween cloud reconstructions as obtained from SGBM and PMVS. Note,
that (b) shows the reconstruction obtained from half image resolution.
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Figure 4.6: Stereo reconstruction of cumulus cloud located in a region of bad ge-
ometric conditioning, collinear to the baseline. Left: Detail view of
the cloud and marked location of cross-section (yellow line). Right:
Distance-height plot of cross-section.
epipolar rectified stereo images are subject to significant geometric uncertainty
due to the small enclosing angle between the projection rays (Sec. 3.6). Also,
the image distortion in those areas leads to additional deformation of the
reconstruction (Figure 4.6). While the effect on cloud base reconstruction can
be profound, the geometric conditioning for cloud top height estimation is less
severe, as the vertical extent and the high contrast in these areas results in both
a larger enclosing angle between the projection rays and a reduced directional
uncertainty.
For an estimation of cloud cover or perimeter of individual clouds, the stereo
matching can be applied to the images in a lower resolution to achieve a higher
degree of geometric completeness, minimizing the ratio of invalid reconstruc-
tions due to low contrast. This comes, however, at the cost of a reduced
geometric detail.
4.4 Comparison of Cumulus Morphology
Retrievals to Cloud Radar Reflectivity Profiles
In this section, the stereo reconstructions are compared to cross-wind RHI
scans conducted by the cloud radar, as described in Sec. 4.1.3.3. CBH obser-
vations from the lidar-ceilometer are used to complement the comparison for
clouds that pass the cameras at zenith.
A site-crossing cumulus cloud from 24 August 2015 was captured by the
cross-section scan of the radar and compared to the stereo reconstruction (Fig-
ure 4.7). The reflectivity profiles of three scans between 14:03 UTC and 14:04
UTC show the vertical structure of the cloud with a clearly recognizable con-
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of cumulus stereo reconstruction with cloud radar reflec-
tivity profiles from 24 August 2015 at 14:03 UTC. Shown is (a) the
original fisheye image with marked direction of the cross-section (long
white arrow) and comparisons between the reconstruction (black line)
and the radar signal (b) at 14:03:21 UTC, (c) 14:03:37 UTC and (d)
14:03:52 UTC, respectively. The cloud motion direction is marked by
the two white arrows.
vective top at around 3000 m. The radar reflectivity reaches its maximum
in the upper half of the cloud due to droplet growth within ascending air
parcels containing mostly undiluted cloud air. Towards the cloud base the sig-
nal strength decreases monotonously down to about -45 dBZ due to the small
cloud droplets that are typical for continental cumulus.
Each reconstruction reproduces the principal irregularity and shape of the
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of cumulus stereo reconstruction to cloud radar reflectivity
profiles from 24 August 2015 (b) at 14:14:04 UTC, at (c) 14:14:19 UTC,
at (d) 14:14:34 UTC the same way as in Figure 4.7.
cloud. Median absolute distance to the radar-derived boundary amounts to
81 m at 14:03:21 UTC, 72 m at 14:03:37 UTC and 35 m at 14:03:52 UTC.
The estimated cloud boundary tends to be closer to the cameras than the
radar-derived boundary. Larger differences between the reconstruction and the
reflectivity signal can most likely be explained by cloud fractions (Figure 4.7a),
which consist of irregular distributed condensate. These fractions are already
diluted by environmental air and probably contain small droplets, resulting
in a low reflectivity signal, but were detected by the sky imagers, which then
produced a 3-D signal below the radar reflectivity.
As the cloud crosses JOYCE at zenith, a comparison between the CBH
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values from the lidar-ceilometer and the stereo cameras was possible, which
showed differences between 41 and 179 meter; deviations are also recogniz-
able between the radar signal and the CBH value from the lidar. Using a
wider time interval between 14:00 and 14:15 UTC, however, reveals an average
difference (rel) of 0.25% and a standard deviation of 7.2%. Thus, the these
inconsistencies can be interpreted as outliers, probably caused by the irregu-
lar cloud structure, observation time differences and the tilting angle of the
lidar-ceilometer.
A different situation could be observed a few minutes later at 14:14 UTC
when another cloud crossed the JOYCE site on an off-zenith path for which no
CBH observations were available from the lidar-ceilometer (Figure 4.8). The
reconstructed lower part of the convective top approximates the radar derived
cloud boundary and showed typical geometric differences between 34 m and
170 m. The cloud base (at around 3000 m horizontal distance), however, was
reproduced with high uncertainties and geometric differences of more than 800
m. The radar derived boundary suggests that the cloud base was located at
about 2000 m height and only extended between 2500 m and 3500 m horizontal
distance.
A likely explanation for these inconsistencies is the too low sensitivity of the
radar, which is a known problem of scanning cloud radars and is also reported
by Fielding et al. (2013) and Oue et al. (2016). On the other hand, any part
of a cloud that shows poor contrast introduces considerable uncertainty to the
stereo reconstruction. This can lead to missing 3-D information due to an
invalid matching result or a discrepancy in the depth value. The geometric
uncertainty for this cloud yielded standard deviations of up to 100 m, but
mostly well below 50 m, which cannot explain the extreme difference of 800
m. An insufficient radar sensitivity is thus a likely explanation.
Since no reliable CBH data was available for off-zenith regions and both
instruments, the stereo camera and the cloud radar, could have been affected by
high uncertainties. A simple visual inspection could help to find the source of
this inconsistency: Since 2-D cross-section scans of the radar can be converted
from 2-D polar to 3-D Cartesian coordinates, according to Sec. 4.1.3.3, they
can be projected onto the hemispheric image. Both signals should then cover
the full extent of the cloud in the image along the respective cross-section.
Figure 4.9 shows the situation one minute earlier at 14:13 UTC. The cross-
section showed a large disagreement between the signal of the radar and the
reconstruction, particularly for off-zenith regions. The radar was able to sense
the vertical structure of the cloud at zenith, and the stereo camera could
replicate the principal geometry of its lower boundary. The cloud structure
at 2000 m distance, however, was barely sensed by the radar, while the stereo
cameras identified multiple cloud fractions at a height of approximately 1600
m. Apparently, a significant part of the cloud was not covered by the projected
radar signal (yellow line/gray circle in Figure 4.9). Even under assumption of
a possible time shift between the two instruments, the signal would still have
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Figure 4.9: Left: Cross-section of the reconstruction and corresponding cloud
radar reflectivity signal at 14:13 UTC. Right: Central-projection of
the georeferenced cloud radar reflectivity profile to image of the refer-
ence camera (yellow line).
missed many parts of the cloud.
4.5 Accuracy Estimation via Time-Height Profiles
of Zenith-CBH
The following analysis investigates the accuracy of the stereo method empir-
ically by comparing the CBH observations from the lidar-ceilometer to the
corresponding CBH values derived by the stereo cameras. Multi-hour stereo
images of several days with different atmospheric conditions were processed,
following the methodology described in Sec. 4.1.3.1. From the lidar-ceilometer,
only the first detected CBH was used.
Figure 4.10 shows the results from 5 August 2014, which was dominated
by layers of slowly moving altocumulus cloud layers at about 3 km height and
sparse cumulus convection. The analysis reveals for the cloud layer a persistent
vertical offset of -141 m and a standard deviation of 48 m, which corresponds to
a relative distance bias and variability of -4.72% and 1.53%, respectively. The
vertical offset could be the result of a flawed relative orientation estimation,
but also an asynchronous recording, which could be observed at times within
this experimental period (Sec. 3.7). A few cumulus clouds are visible with a
CBH of 1300 m (between 10:36 and 11:12 UTC) and 1600 m (between 14:12
and 14:48 UTC). Between 13:36 UTC and 14:12 UTC several CBH values of
about 3 km are obtained by the stereo cameras, which have no correspondence
by the lidar-ceilometer. These represent the detected edge of an altocumulus
cloud that could be detected due to the larger sampling area used by the stereo
cameras to extract the CBH.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of zenith cloud base height (CBH) from the stereo cam-
eras and the lidar-ceilometer from 5 August 2014. Shown is (a) a
time-height plot of all observations (lidar: first detected CBH), (b)
a scatter plot of synchronous observations and (c) the difference be-
tween synchronous observations.
Occasionally, the lidar-ceilometer and the stereo cameras sample different
clouds or parts of a cloud because of their individual orientation and sampling
area. The variable geometry of cumulus clouds or the simultaneous occurrence
of low and high clouds may then cause higher deviations of the estimated CBH
or even gross outliers, such as the inconsistent CBH observations between 14:12
UTC and 14:48 UTC: While the stereo camera detected the cloud layer at 3
km height, the lidar-ceilometer received a signal from the cumulus cloud at
1600 m height.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of CBH observations at zenith by the stereo cameras and
the lidar-ceilometer from 29 July 2015 the same way as in Figure 4.10.
A different situation could be observed for the 29 July 2015, which was
characterized by a broken cloud condition with quickly moving fields of strato-
, altocumulus and cumulus (Figure 4.11). While the geometric distance showed
a larger spread (138 m/6.67% of CBH) compared to the 5 August (48 m/1.53%
of CBH), the mean estimated CBH agreed much better with a bias of -10 m
(-0.6% of CBH). A likely reason for the higher spread is the spatial hetero-
geneity of these types of clouds, but also the differences in sampling area, time
and orientation, which have a larger impact if the cloud field moves consid-
erably faster. Table 4.2 summarizes the accuracy and precision of the stereo
reconstructions for the experimental datasets for different cloud types. Note
that CBH statistics for cumulus clouds may be affected by a smaller number
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of observations
Date Type CBH proj rel σ(proj) σ(rel)
2014-08-05 Ac 3002 m -143.1 m -4.7% 46.3 m 1.4%
2014-08-11 Ac 2911 m 11.1 m 0.4% 36.5 m 1.2%
2014-08-05 Cu 1326 m 29.3 m 2.3% 111.8 m 7.7%
2015-08-24 Cu 1600 m -2.6 m 0.3% 167.1 m 10.3%
2015-08-24 Ac,As 4846 m 0.3 m 0.1% 164.2 m 3.4%
2015-08-24 Sc 2918 m 36.1 m 1.2% 72.4 m 2.5%
2015-08-19 Sc 2271 m 81.8 m -3.6% 22.8 m 0.9%
Table 4.2: Comparison of CBH obtained from the stereo cameras and a lidar-
ceilometer for typical cloud types: the table lists the median CBH from
the lidar-ceilometer CBH observations, mean geometric distance proj ,
mean relative geometric distance rel, standard deviation of the geomet-
ric distance σ(proj) and standard deviation of the relative geometric
distance σ(rel).
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, the 3-D cloud reconstructions obtained from a single stereo
camera pair with a baseline of 300 m were confronted to observations from
a lidar-ceilometer and a cloud radar. If compared to a lidar-ceilometer, the
obtained time-height profiles of cloud base height (CBH) often showed good
agreement. The geometric difference distributions revealed a typical bias of less
than 1-2% of CBH for all cloud types, but also some occasions with a significant
bias of 3-5% of CBH. Standard deviation of geometric difference was generally
smaller for well-structured clouds like altocumulus than for more dynamic and
heterogeneous stratocumulus or cumulus clouds, with values of about 50 m
(1.5% of CBH) and 100 to 150 m (7 - 10 % of CBH) respectively.
An analysis of individual cloud layers (Sec. 4.2) and cumulus clouds (Sec. 4.3
and Sec. 4.4) showed that the method was able to reconstruct large parts of
the local cloud field and the principal geometry of clouds, including multi-layer
clouds. A comparison to the reflectivity signal of the cloud radar showed typical
absolute differences between both signals of 35 - 81 m for near-zenith cumulus
clouds. For more distant clouds (3-5 km), typical differences ranged between
50 m and 200 m, but both signals also deviated significantly by several hundred
meters near the cloud base, which was probably the result of an insufficient
radar sensitivity for very small cloud droplets.
The reconstructions based on the accurate PMVS (Sec. 3.5.3) and the spa-
tially dense SGBM (Sec. 3.5.2) stereo algorithms were compared for a convec-
tive turret and showed differences between the two methods of less than 100
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m and mostly below 50 m. Since PMVS relies on the detection of distinctive
interest points, which require high-contrast image areas, it does, however, not
provide the same geometric completeness compared to a dense stereo approach
like SGBM. The geometric uncertainty of the reconstruction in case of cumu-
lus clouds yielded a standard deviation of distance that ranges from 10 to 20
meter for high-contrast areas, e.g. at the convective top, to more than 100 m
in low-contrast areas, such as the cloud base.
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Vectors
This chapter investigates the derivation of cloud motion vectors (CMV) using
a pair of hemispheric sky imagers. Cloud motion vectors of stratiform clouds
can be used to estimate wind speed and direction in the respective height. A
cloud motion analysis of developing cumuli allows classification of macroscopic
motion patterns and tracking for life-cycle analysis.
Cloud top motion estimation is a well-established technique in satellite re-
mote sensing and an important source of information for numerical weather
prediction (e.g. Seiz et al., 2007b; Mueller et al., 2017). If the cloud top height
is known, detected cloud features (compare Sec. 3.5.1) can be tracked over a
sequence of images and allow the estimation of horizontal cloud motion.
This chapter provides an analysis of cloud motion vector fields of cloud lay-
ers and convective clouds. Several cases of cloud layer motion vectors are
confronted to the observations from a nearby wind-lidar to evaluate the reli-
ability and accuracy of an operational retrieval. Within small time intervals,
cloud layers are assumed rigid as they usually only show small variations of
shape and appearance. This assumption is generally not valid for convective
clouds, which are highly dynamical and subject to morphological changes. In
many cases, however, the derived motion vectors can be used to describe the
morphological motion pattern of cumulus clouds, as are produced by vertical
wind-shear.
Sec. 5.1 introduces the concepts of scene flow and optical flow, while the
specific optical flow algorithm used for the experiments is explained in Sec. 5.2.
Sec. 5.3 explains the working principles of the wind-lidar system, which was
used for an evaluation of the obtained cloud motion, according to Sec. 5.4.1.
The experiments covered the estimation of atmospheric motion in cases of
altocumulus cloud layers (Sec. 5.4.2) and deformation vectors of a cumulus
cloud under vertical wind shear (Sec. 5.4.3).
5.1 Estimation of Cloud Motion Vectors via
Scene Flow
The estimation of motion direction and velocity of an object is possible if its
3-D position at two different times is known. This assumes, however, that the
motion path is linear and velocity is constant during this time period. In the
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following, it is assumed that these assumptions are met within a sufficiently
small range of time.
Let Xt1 be a 3-D object point at time t1 and Xt2 the same point at time
t2 = t + dt with dt > 0. If the object point is observed by a stationary
hemispheric stereo camera, its estimated 3-D location at time t1 and t2 is
determined by the triangulation function τ :
Xˆt1 = τ(x1t1 ,x2t1 ,P1,P2),
Xˆt2 = τ(x1t2 ,x2t2 ,P1,P2),
where P1 and P2 are the respective camera matrices, and x1t1 ,x2t1 and x1t2 ,x2t2
are the corresponding projections at time t1 and t2. The motion is then defined
by
v =
Xˆt2 − Xˆt1
dt
, v =
‖v‖
dt
,
where v denotes the 3-D scene flow (Brox et al., 2004), i.e. the motion vector
relative to the camera system, and v its magnitude (velocity).
The optical flow defines a 2-D motion vector field within an image, which
describes the change in the image signal, e.g. due to observation of a moving
object. Following Fo¨rstner (1993), matching of two (possibly time-varying)
2-D image intensity signals can be formulated as
I(u, v, t) = I(u+ du, v + dv, t+ dt),
which for a sufficiently small time interval dt and translation [du, dv] can be
linearized as
I(u, v, t) ≈ I(u, v, t) + Iu du+ Iv dv + It dt
with du = fu dt, dv = fv dt and f(u, v, t) = [fu, fv, t] the optical flow field at
time t. Often, the time interval dt is set to one time unit, which then results
in an equivalence of the optical flow and the horizontal displacement in the
image, i.e. [fu, fv] = [du, dv].
Since the optical flow field only reflects motion caused by a visually rec-
ognizable object, the presence of a flow field does not necessarily reflect real
motion, while the absence of optical flow does not imply that the observed
scene is static. For example, a lenticularis cloud generated by orographic over-
flow exhibits only little motion, appears mostly stationary and only provides
minor changes in contrast or shape, but is nevertheless caused by a constant
advection of air masses. Similarly, mutual shadowing of clouds can result in a
flow field that reflects the shadows’ motion rather than the ego-motion of the
cloud it is projected on.
Similar to stereo analysis, optical flow relies on contrast in the image sig-
nal. The precision of optical flow is thus equivalent to the precision of a 2-D
template matching and can be described by the structure tensor introduced in
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Sec. 4.5. Without any prior information about object motion (or the camera
motion), its computation requires for each image point x the determination
of the horizontal and vertical displacement, du and dv, which usually renders
optical flow computationally more demanding.
5.2 Variational Optical Flow
For the experiments, the optical flow routine of Liu et al. (2009) was used,
which implements a variational approach based on the work of Brox et al.
(2004). The optical flow problem is formulated in terms of an energy functional
E(u, v) = Edata + Esmooth,
where Edata accounts for consistency based on the image data and Esmooth
penalizes strong gradients of the resulting flow map. Estimation of an optical
flow field relies on the following assumptions:
• Brightness Constancy : The intensity of two corresponding image points
is conserved:
I(u, v, t+ dt) = I(u+ du, v + dv, t). (5.1)
• Gradient Constancy : The gradient at two corresponding image points is
conserved:
∇I(u, v, t) = ∇I(u+ du, v + dv, t+ dt) ,where ∇ = (∂u, ∂v)>. (5.2)
• Smoothness Assumption: The obtained optical flow field is assumed
piecewise smooth. An additional smoothness term regulates the variabil-
ity of the resulting flow map by penalizing the spatio-temporal gradients
of each motion component
The first two assumptions are directly related to the image intensity signal
and are included in the data term Edata. The gradient constancy assumption
has a compensating effect in case the computed flow field might be affected
by small illumination changes (e.g. an object texture with local ambiguity of
intensity, but sufficient gradient information). The complete formulation of
the energy with dt = 1, fu = du and fv = dv then reads as
E(u, v) = Edata(u, v) + αEsmooth(u, v) , α > 0, (5.3)
where
Edata(u, v) =
∫
Ω
Ψ(|I(u+ fu, v + fv, t+ 1)− I(u, v, t)|2
+ γ|∇I(u+ fu, v + fv, t+ 1)−∇I(u, v, t)|2) dx, γ > 0,
Esmooth(u, v) =
∫
Ω
Ψ(|∇fu|2 + |∇fv|2) dx.
(5.4)
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The computation involves all points x = [u, v]> within the image domain
Ω; the function Ψ(s2) maps the highly convex term s2 to a moderately convex
term that is more robust to outliers. The input images are scaled multiple
times down to a minimum resolution (image pyramid) in order to find a good
first initial solution of the flow field. This step is important especially for larger
motion magnitudes.
5.3 Instruments for Validation: Wind Lidar
The streamline V4 Doppler wind lidar by Halo Photonics derives the wind
component along the direction of a pencil beam based on the measured phase-
shift of backscattered laser light. The energetic pulses are sent out with a
frequency of 15 kHz and averaged over one second, which results in a tempo-
ral resolution of 1.67 seconds due to a data processing time of 0.67 seconds
(Schween et al., 2014). Since the molecular scattering of laser-light in clear
air is very weak, retrievals rely on the presence of aerosols or cloud droplets,
which usually limits its operational range to the planetary boundary layer and
low- to mid-level clouds, which offer a sufficiently high particle concentration.
Its scanning capability allows to conduct cross-section scans (RHI) and derive
radial wind speed up to 9000 m with a range resolution of 30 m. Resolvable
velocities range between 0.0038 and 19.2 ms−1.
Under the assumption of a homogeneous wind field, a Velocity Azimuth Dis-
play scan (VAD) allows to estimate the height-resolved horizontal components
of the wind vector v(z) = [u(z), v(z), w(z)]>.
During a VAD the pencil beam scans the wind field at a fixed elevation
angle θ = const and 36 azimuth angles (ϕ = 0◦, ..., 350◦), thus forming a cone
with the apex at the lidar instrument. Each measurement provides the radial
velocity vr along the beam direction r = [xr, yr, zr]
>, i.e. the projection of the
wind vector v onto r, according to
vr = −u sinϕ cos θ − v cosϕ cos θ − w sin θ.
Since the wind vector and the elevation are assumed constant, the radial
velocity vr takes the shape of a cosine depending on the azimuth angle ϕ:
vr = a+ b cos(ϕ− ϕmax)
with amplitude a, offset b and angular phase shift ϕmax, which can be used
to fit the observations. At least three measurements in pairwise perpendicular
directions are required to derive the components of the wind vector, which
yields
u = −b sinϕmax
cos θ
, v = −b cosϕmax
cos θ
, w =
−a
sin θ
.
The 36 radial velocities vr are used to compute a least-squares solution for v
at each height.
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5.4 Evaluation of Cloud Motion Vectors
Evaluation of obtained cloud motion vectors includes situations with cloud lay-
ers and a developing cumulus cloud under wind shear. Cloud layers, like any
other cloud, are subject to internal and external dynamics, such as evapora-
tion, condensation or turbulence. However, these dynamics may be neglected
for small time intervals in the range of 15 or 30 seconds, which allows to
interpret the clouds motion as the approximate atmospheric motion at the
respective height. Under these circumstances, it is justified to compare the re-
sults to observational data from the local wind-lidar. Convective clouds pose
a challenge to motion estimation due to their highly dynamic nature. In terms
of optical flow, cumulus clouds severely violate the brightness-constancy as-
sumption due to a permanent change of shape. The requirement of a pure
translational change of the image signal is thus not satisfied. Hence, a motion
estimation can only deliver information about the cloud boundary evolution
rather than internal up- or down-drafts.
5.4.1 Methodology
The computation of motion direction must take into consideration that the
concepts of mean or standard deviation are meaningless for an angle (the av-
erage of pi and −pi represents the opposite direction). Instead of the average
angle, the x- and y-component of the direction vector are analyzed indepen-
dently: given a set of estimated motion directions ϕ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn}, the
mean direction ϕ is defined as
ϕ = atan2 (yϕ, xϕ) , where
xϕ =
1
n
n∑
1
cosϕi,
yϕ =
1
n
n∑
1
sinϕi
and atan2 defined according to Eq. (2.3). Standard deviation and median are
computed equivalently. Note that atan2 maps to the interval ϕ ∈ ]−pi, pi].
Conversion between the wind direction from the wind lidar (clockwise from
North) and the camera reference system is done according to
ϕworld = −(ϕlidar − 3
2
pi), ϕlidar = −ϕworld + 3
2
pi.
For the experimental setup, the optical flow routine by Liu et al. (2009) was
applied with an image pyramid scaling set to 0.5 so that images are scaled to
half resolution with each additional pyramid scale. The parameter α, which
regulates the influence of the smoothing term, was set to a value of 0.008 to
reduce the influence of small-scale random variabilities, while avoiding an over-
smoothing of the flow field. Also, the input images were down-scaled to half
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the original resolution, i.e. 864×864 pixels, before passed to the optical flow
routine in order to reduce computational effort.
5.4.2 Estimation of Atmospheric Motion from Cloud Layers
Cloud motion vectors were estimated from a near-zenith area of cloud layers to
obtain atmospheric motion direction and velocity. The results were compared
to the corresponding observations from a nearby wind-lidar.
The sampling area for the evaluation was chosen large enough to average out
small-scale variations of the cloud motion field, e.g. due to a cellular structure
or internal dynamics of the cloud layer. An area of 2000 m × 2000 m was
sampled; using a smaller sampling area, e.g. 1000 m × 1000 m, leads to similar
results, but also to a more fragmented distribution of velocity and direction.
A cloud motion analysis was conducted for a cloud layer at approximately
3000 m height from 5 August 2014 at 15:47 UTC, which exhibited many cases
of highly structured alto-cumulus and sporadic cumulus convection with direc-
tional wind shear (Figure 5.1).
For most areas of the cloud layer the average motion was found spatially
homogeneous with a variability at spatial scales of individual turbulent cells of
the cloud. Larger uncertainties could be found primarily at the circumference
and in low-contrast areas, where a larger geometric uncertainty can be expected
(Figure 5.1a, 1).
In general, motion estimation becomes increasingly uncertain along the mo-
tion direction of a cloud: In image areas where the viewing direction is aligned
(approximately co-linear) to the motion direction of the cloud, the optical flow
magnitude is lower compared to viewing directions perpendicular to cloud mo-
tion, because of the different projection of the cloud displacement depending
on the view perspective. In these regions, uncertainties of the flow field then
can have a larger impact on the estimated velocity (Figure 5.1a, 2).
The analysis shows that the median wind speed differed by less than 1 ms−1
with a value of 4.4 ms−1 by the cameras and 5.2 ms−1 by the lidar (Figure 5.1c).
The estimated median motion direction was 265◦ by the stereo cameras and
258◦ by the lidar, resulting in a difference of 7◦ (Figure 5.1d).
An investigation of four case studies between 12:32 UTC and 15:47 UTC con-
firmed that the estimated median velocity deviated less than 1 ms−1 from the
observations by the lidar (also median) with standard deviations between 0.45
ms−1 and 0.7 ms−1 (Figure 5.2). Each velocity estimation, however, showed a
negative bias when compared to the lidar observations.
A possible explanation is the persistent negative bias of the stereo recon-
struction for this day of about 150 m (compare Figure 4.10), which conse-
quently has a negative effect on the estimation of cloud motion velocity. As-
suming a CBH bias of -150 m (5% of 3000 m CBH) and a cloud motion speed
of 5 ms−1, the estimated motion must be corrected by +0.25 ms−1, which does
not explain the full bias. Another explanation could be internal dynamics of
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Figure 5.1: Cloud Motion Analysis from 5 August 2014 at 15:47 UTC. Shown
is (a) the original fisheye image with marked region (rectangle) for
which CMVs are evaluated, (b) a color map showing the horizontal
motion velocity and direction for the whole image, (c) histogram of
the estimated cloud velocity and (d) direction from the stereo cameras
and the wind-lidar respectively.
the layer that affect the optical flow: In addition to general turbulent mo-
tion, which might have had a neutral net effect, condensation and evaporation
within the cloud layer could have produced a bias in the optical flow to com-
pensate sources and sinks of the image signal. The difference of estimated
motion direction by the stereo cameras and the wind-lidar was between 1.29◦
and 10.06◦; only for 14:47 UTC the comparison yields a larger disagreement
of 30.8◦.
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Figure 5.2: Cloud motion analysis from 5 August 2014 for altocumulus clouds
and a comparison to the corresponding observations from a wind-lidar.
Shown is (a) cloud motion velocity and (b) direction.
Another analysis was conducted for the 20 August 2014, which was domi-
nated by a mixture of alto- and stratocumulus layers and thus offered a larger
variability of CBH and cloud motion. While the uncertainty of estimated cloud
motion velocity was larger in absolute terms compared to the 5 August 2014,
the median velocity again deviated less than 1 ms−1, resulting in a smaller rela-
tive error. A bias in motion velocity as for the 5 August 2014 was not detected.
The difference between estimated motion direction by the stereo cameras and
the wind-lidar was within 7◦, which is in agreement with the results from the
5 August 2014.
5.4.3 Estimation of Cumulus Deformation under Wind
Shear
This section evaluates derived cloud deformation vectors for cumulus clouds.
Convective clouds pose a challenge to the computation of cloud motion vectors
due to their highly dynamic nature. The permanent shape evolution often
violates the brightness-constancy assumption that optical flow computation
relies on (Sec. 5.2). Hence, cloud motion vectors do not necessarily reflect the
internal dynamics of the cloud, especially not near the cloud base, where the
vertical component of the sub-cloud inflow can hardly be identified visually
and geometrically.
Cloud deformation vectors and vertically resolved velocity and direction was
derived for a cumulus cloud at 5 August 2014, 10:40:30 UTC, which was de-
veloping under vertical wind shear. The cloud motion analysis captured the
dynamic evolution of the cloud, which has almost reached its maximum height
and is topped by an altocumulus cloud at approximately 2800 m height (Fig-
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Figure 5.3: Cloud motion analysis of a developing cumulus cloud from 5 August
2014. Detail view of (a) the original fisheye image on the cloud, (b)
height profile from the stereo reconstruction, (c) corresponding map
of motion magnitude and direction and (d) vertically resolved velocity
and direction of the cloud.
ure 5.3). The ascending turret was strongly influenced by the vertical wind
shear, which resulted in a significant change of motion direction by approxi-
mately 80◦ between 2000 m height and the cloud top at about 2872 m. The
motion velocity, however, increased only slightly with a value of about 4 ms−1
near the cloud base and about 5 ms−1 at the ascending turret.
The vertical component of the cloud motion vectors was also investigated
with the aim to quantify ascent velocity of cloud thermals or detect downward
flux of cloudy air as part of the subsiding shell (Heus and Jonker, 2008), which
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were observed at the boundary of cumulus clouds. A distinctive relationship,
however, was not found, most probably due to the constant change of shape
and the small signal-to-noise-ratio of the vertical component.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, a cloud motion analysis of cloud layers and convective clouds
was presented. Sequences of stereo images from a pair of hemispheric sky
cameras were analyzed by an optical flow routine, which conducts a dense vi-
sual tracking of image features. The combination of tracking information and
a dense 3-D cloud reconstruction allows to identify corresponding 3-D cloud
features and thus an estimation of cloud motion. The estimated motion vec-
tors of several cases of strato- and altocumulus cloud layers were compared
to the observations of a nearby Doppler wind-lidar. It was shown that the
estimated velocity deviates by no more than 1 ms−1 and the direction by no
more than 7◦ to 10◦ if compared to the wind-lidar. If applied to convective
clouds, the derived motion vectors were accurate enough to reflect macroscopic
motion patterns of such clouds, as was shown for a developing cumulus under
wind-shear. Such deformation vector fields can be used for an accurate and
robust cloud tracking and life-cycle analysis, and could be useful for identify-
ing detrainment in cumulus clouds, i.e. outflow and mixing of cloud air with
environmental air. The deformation vectors should, however, interpreted with
care, as they usually do not reflect internal dynamics of such clouds.
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and Morphology
This chapter exploits the dense 3-D cloud reconstructions obtained from two
pairs of separated hemispheric stereo cameras to estimate the spatial dimension
and life-cycle of cumulus clouds. Such statistics are valuable for the validation
of cloud populations generated by Large-Eddy-Simulations (LES), which are a
major tool to derive cloud population statistics required for parametrizations
in large-scale atmospheric models.
Relevant geometric aspects of cumulus clouds and the methodology to derive
them from the 3-D stereo reconstructions are introduced in Sec. 6.1. In Sec. 6.2,
a moving cumulus cloud evolving under the influence of vertical wind shear
is reconstructed and tracked over a period of 30 minutes. The two viewing
perspectives allow to reconstruct both the front and back of the highly tilted
cloud body, which are then used to assess vertical structure, diameter and
tilting angle of the cloud. The second case study is presented in Sec. 6.3, which
analyzes the evolution of a cumulus cloud over its whole life-cycle of about 50
minutes. The reconstruction allows to compute geometric statistics, such as
cloud base height, thickness, area, perimeter and further derived measures.
6.1 Methodology
6.1.1 Geometric Analysis of Cumulus Clouds
Key geometric properties of cumulus clouds are cloud base height (CBH),
cloud top height (CTH), surface-projected area (A) and perimeter (p). Further
derivatives are cloud height (h), equivalent diameter (D), linear size (L) and
perimeter scaling (sp), which are explained in the following (Figure 6.1).
These are defined as
CTH = max{zX | X ∈ Ω}, D = 2
√
A
pi
,
CBH = min{zX | X ∈ Ω}, L =
√
A, (6.1)
h = CTH − CBH, sp = ln p
lnL
,
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Figure 6.1: Basic geometric measures of a cumulus cloud include its cloud base
height (CBH), cloud top height (CTH), height h, surface-projected
area A and perimeter p.
where X denotes a point from the set Ω of reconstructed cloud points.
The often irregular geometry of cumulus clouds deviates from basic Eu-
clidean geometries like circles (spheres) or rectangles (cubes). It is convenient
to convert the measured cloud area to its equivalent diameter and linear size.
The equivalent diameter D corresponds to a circular cloud with area A. Simi-
larly, the linear size L relates to the edge length of a cubic cloud with area A.
The perimeter p is defined as the edge length of the domain occupied by the
surface projection of a cloud. In combination with the linear size of the cloud
it determines its fractal dimension, i.e. the anomalous scaling of cloud surface
with increasing size. The fractal nature of clouds is an important aspect for
turbulent mixing, which is assumed to be proportional to the contact surface
between two fluids, i.e. the cloud boundary to the gaseous atmosphere. The
scaling dimension sp relates the cloud perimeter to the linear size via
p = Lsp .
Since clouds with a pronounced vertical dimension produce significant 3-D
radiative effects, such as photon leakage through cloud sides or an increased
mutual shadowing, the estimation of cloud aspect ratio, i.e. the cloud height in
relation to its diameter, is important for radiative transfer of a cloud field. Ac-
cording to (Benner and Curry, 1998; Plank, 1969), the relation between cloud
height and equivalent diameter is assumed to follow a power-law relationship:
h = a+ bDc.
If generalized for cloud populations under different conditions, this relationship
shows a significant uncertainty in the estimated parameters. A detailed 3-D
cloud reconstruction allows to investigate whether an individual cloud follows
the same relationship over its life-cycle.
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Figure 6.2: Extraction of individual clouds is done via segmentation of a 3-D point
cloud. Shown is an example result of a segmentation for 13 May 2016.
Each color defines one detected cluster.
6.1.2 Data Processing
A geometric analysis of individual clouds requires processing and analyzing
a large, unorganized set of 3-D object points or oriented patches from the 3-
D reconstruction. The identification of individual clouds can be challenging
as clouds are often subject to splitting and merging events throughout their
life-cycle: Buoyant parcels may constantly reach the lifting condensation level
(LCL) near an existing cloud and form new cloud, which leads to an ensemble of
neighboring clouds that are often hard to distinguish. Also, a large portion of a
cloud will remain unresolved if reconstructed from only one view perspective.
Hence, a comprehensive statistical life-cycle analysis should concentrate on
clouds that are observed by at least two camera pairs from different views so
that each pair contributes complementary geometric information w.r.t. vertical
and horizontal extent, and morphology.
The identification of individual clouds requires a segmentation of the 3-D
point cloud into subsets or clusters that are assumed to represent distinct
clouds. This can be accomplished by image-based segmentation or by analyz-
ing the 3-D data directly using a clustering algorithm. In general, image-based
segmentation is not recommended because clouds often show a wide range of
contrast, texture and brightness. Since mutual occlusion occurs frequently
within the cloud field, using a cloud mask for segmentation, as is done by
Crispel and Roberts (2017), is usually limited to clouds at near zenith and
situations with distinct clouds.
In the following analysis, a Euclidean clustering algorithm is applied for
cloud segmentation, which is implemented by the open-source Point Cloud
Library (Library, 2016; Rusu, 2009). The algorithm analyzes an unorganized
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set of 3-D points and returns a set of clusters based on a minimum distance
between two clusters. A distance threshold rthresh determines whether a point
is added to an existing cluster or defines an own cluster. A minimum and
maximum size of clusters can be defined to remove clutter and clusters that
are too small to be of interest. Since the segmentation relies only on Euclidean
distance it is sensitive to outliers or clusters that are located close to each other,
which is usually the case during splitting and merging of cumulus clouds or
when detrained cloud condensate approaches a neighboring cloud. In such
cases, the segmentation results in fewer and larger clusters that do not exactly
reflect the real cloud field, and thus affect cloud population and life-cycle
statistics. In many cases, however, the clustering is able to identify individual
clouds correctly (Figure 6.2), allowing to derive cloud top height, cloud base
height and location directly.
While CBH and CTH can be calculated directly from a given point cloud,
further derived measures, such as cloud area or perimeter, are sensitive to
missing data points, as caused by occlusions, sharp surface gradients that
cannot be resolved by the template matching, or invalid disparities due to poor
contrast. As a result, the surface-projected cloud area yields holes and rifts
that directly affect the computation of cloud area and perimeter. Therefore a
cloud boundary estimation is desired which approximates the given projection,
while satisfying a certain degree of geometric smoothness.
An implementation of the active contours technique is used (Xu and Prince,
1998) to estimate a cloud boundary: Starting from an initial boundary enclos-
ing the projected data points, the contour is iteratively adjusted to minimize
an energy functional, which penalizes discrepancies to the data points and a
too strong boundary curvature. The routine operates on a binary image that
provides a regular 2-D raster for the projected point cloud. The chosen res-
olution of the raster has a strong influence on the final contour, since a finer
resolution allows a (potentially) more realistic contour, while a coarse resolu-
tion tends to increase the cloud area and decrease the area-perimeter-ratio as
fine scale structures disappear. For the analysis, a resolution of 20 meters per
pixel was chosen, which is similar to the grid resolution of current LES. Once
a closed cloud boundary is available, the computation of cloud area, perimeter
and location (centroid) is done by computational geometry routines, which
generally make use of the Green formula.
6.2 Estimating Cumulus Vertical Structure under
Wind Shear
This section analyses cumulus morphology reconstruction from two view per-
spectives with a focus on tilted clouds. Vertical wind shear often results in
highly tilted cloud shapes. Simulations suggest that the higher effective cloud
fraction of tilted clouds could result in a decreased domain averaged solar flux
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JOYCE
JUL
Cross-
Section
12:25 12:33
12:41 12:53
Figure 6.3: Overview of tracked cumulus cloud from 13 May 2016 between 12:25
UTC and 12:53 UTC with marked location, perimeter and path of the
cloud, which was determined by the centroid of the surface-projected
cloud area. Map data: Land NRW (2017) Datenlizenz Deutschland -
Namensnennung -Version 2.0 (www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0).
of up to -39.9 Wm−1, depending on the solar zenith angle and tilting direction
(Hinkelman et al., 2007). Vertically pointing instruments like lidars or radars
in soda-straw scanning mode have a low chance to observe a representative
slice of tilted clouds and thus their true height, size and shape. Statistics of
cumulus populations obtained from space- or airborne photography derive the
size of individual clouds by means of the surface-projected cloud area (Joseph
and Cahalan, 1990; Plank, 1969). The tilted body of a cloud under wind shear
thus increases the surface-projected cloud area, leading to a decreased cloud
aspect ratio and a different cloud size distribution as used for the parametriza-
tion of convection in GCMs. The following case study analyzes the first of a
sequence of developing clouds from 13 May 2016, which were monitored by the
stereo cameras at JOYCE and JUL, and allowed a simultaneous reconstruction
from two different view perspectives for over 30 minutes.
The cloud formed at around 12:20 UTC approximately 10 km north of
JOYCE and moved south. Except at 12:49 UTC, when the view was severely
deteriorated by the sun, the cloud could be identified, tracked and geometri-
cally analyzed (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.4: Analysis of cumulus vertical structure from 13 May 2016 at 12:41 UTC:
The top row shows the close-up view from (a) JOYCE and (b) JUL.
The cross-section marked in (a) is plotted in (c) and a cloud motion
analysis is given in (d). The cross-section in (c) is used to estimate (e)
front (gray) and back (red) of the cloud by splitting the data and com-
puting the respective median distance along the cross-section. Cloud
overlap in (f) is then represented by the tilting angle of the cloud de-
rived from the horizontal shift of the respective layers.
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Cloud development was accompanied by a single rising plume at 12:27
dragged eastward by wind shear. Its motion path - defined by the centroids
of the surface-projected cloud area - was slightly bent eastwards, most likely
caused by a combination of wind shear and cloud growth followed by a slowly
decaying updraft. This assumption is supported by the vertical profile of es-
timated cloud motion vectors at 12:39 UTC, which indicates that the motion
direction at the cloud base differed by approximately 30◦ to that of the cloud
top (Figure 6.4d).
Each stereo camera provided complementary geometric information about
the cloud: While the tilted cloud top was monitored by JUL, stereo camera
JOYCE was able to capture the cloud base and the horizontal extent of the
cloud. The combination of both stereo reconstructions at 12:39 UTC allowed
a reasonable estimation of cloud geometric statistics, such as CBH(1500 m),
CTH (3834 m) or equivalent diameter (2420 m).
A cross-section along the clouds tilting direction revealed a highly skewed
cloud geometry (Figure 6.4c). The analysis of the vertically resolved cross-
sections (provided in intervals of 100 m) included reconstruction data within a
600 m wide stripe and was limited to heights for which reliable and complete
reconstructions for both cloud top and base were available. While the total
cross-section of the cloud was 2271 m, the vertically resolved cross-sections
increased from about 1100 m at 2200 m height to 1750 m at 3100 m height
(Figure 6.4f). Cloud vertical overlap was investigated via the clouds tilting
angle derived from the relative horizontal shifts of adjacent cross-section layers.
One can observe the decreasing overlap up to a height of 2800 m, where the
cloud was significantly deformed by the wind shear. Above 2800 m vertical
overlap increased due to the convective structure near the cloud top. A line
fit through the centroids of each layer yielded a tilting angle of about 46◦
(Figure 6.4f), which was, however, significantly influenced by the convective
cloud top.
In this case study, the four-camera stereo setup allowed to capture the prin-
cipal geometry of the cloud for a detailed geometric shape analysis. A dense
spatial coverage from both perspectives was sometimes impeded by small cloud
fractions blocking the view, but also by the size of the cloud in relation to the
distance between cameras JUL and JOYCE. Since the path of the cloud ex-
amined here was almost parallel to the baselines of both stereo cameras, the
reconstruction precision was generally lower compared to a path along the line
connecting JUL and JOYCE (Sec. 3.6), which would have allowed to estimate
cloud perimeter and surface-projected area with highest precision (compare
Figure 3.8). The larger baseline of about 700 m, however, also lead to a better
geometric conditioning compared to the stereo setup with a 300 m baseline.
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6.3 Analysis of Cumulus Life-Cycle
A cumulus life-cycle analysis from 20 August 2015 is presented as a show
case example using stereo images from the camera pairs at JOYCE and RWE.
The different view perspectives allowed a survey of the base and one side of
the cloud, providing information about cloud area, perimeter, diameter and
cloud height during its life-cycle. The evolving cloud was located between the
camera pairs approximately 4 km South-East of JOYCE over a timespan of
50 minutes, from 13:10 UTC to 14:00 UTC.
Cloud formation started at about 13:10 UTC when thermals reached the
LCL at 1436 m and ascended up to 1861 m within the first 15 minutes. At
this stage, cloud development could be characterized as forced (compare Stull,
1988) as no significant vertical updraft could was observed. Several buoyant
parcels reached the LCL which resulted in a constant merging of newly created
cloud condensate and a steady increase of equivalent diameter from 1031 m at
13:10 UTC to 1545 m at 13:25 UTC.
At 13:26 UTC cloud development became more active as several ascending
thermals of different size and height can be observed. At 13:30 UTC a larger
thermal became visible, almost 20 minutes after initial cloud formation, and
reached its terminal height of 2990 m at 13:39 UTC, which is also the maximum
cloud top height. A larger secondary thermal started its ascent at around 13:33
UTC, accelerated quickly and reached its terminal height of 2750 m at 13:41
UTC.
Observations and numerical simulations suggest that the typical cumulus
life-cycle consists of a series of pulses or active thermals rather than a single
convective event or a constant plume. According to Zhao and Austin (2005),
the first thermal tends to determine the maximum height of the cloud during
its full life-cycle; parcels that start their ascent after this primary convective
event only reach a lower terminal height. Heus (2008), however, notes that
this is not always the case. The height evolution of the cloud examined here
is largely marked by a single convective turret until 13:39 UTC, and seems to
support the general case stated by Zhao and Austin (2005). The first active
thermal, however, appeared at 13.26 UTC with a significantly lower height
than the maximum of 2990 m. The principal phenomenon of a sharp increase
of CTH and a gradual decay could be observed here.
The shape of the cloud was influenced by moderate vertical wind shear,
which exerted a drag on ascending thermals and separated them from the
main cloud (Figure 6.7). These splitting events - at 13:39 UTC for the first
thermal and at 13:41 UTC for the second one - are visible as sudden drops
in the time series of cloud height and area (Figure 6.5). Since thermals kept
emerging close by, the cloud was not significantly changing its location during
its entire life-cycle.
The aspect ratio of the cloud ranged between 0.25 and 0.77 with an average
of 0.35 from 13:10 UTC to 13:25 UTC and 0.5 from 13:26 UTC to 13:50 UTC.
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Figure 6.5: Life-cycle analysis of cumulus cloud from 20 August 2015. Shown is
a sequence of detail views from JOYCE (top) and a summary of geo-
metric statistics including CBH, CTHand cloud area (bottom).
The data also seems to support the observation of Plank (1969) that the aspect
ratio follows a power-law functional relationship (Figure 6.6). The dataset
contains a few outliers, which are most probably linked to the transition phase
between individual convective pulse events.
The close-up view of stereo camera RWE allowed to estimate the perimeter
of the clouds’ vertical projection as seen from a satellite (Figure 6.7), which
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Figure 6.6: Cumulus life-cycle analysis from 20 August 2015: cloud aspect ratio
(equivalent diameter vs cloud height) and fitted power-law function
(a), perimeter scaling (b).
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21
Figure 6.7: Location and horizontal extent of cumulus cloud at 13:37 UTC. Left:
Detail view of original fisheye image from JOYCE. Right: Verti-
cal projection and perimeter of the segmented cloud reconstruction
and its location between JOYCE and RWE. The numbers (1) and
(2) indicate the location of the convective turrets. Map data: Land
NRW (2017) Datenlizenz Deutschland - Namensnennung -Version 2.0
(www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0).
yielded a perimeter scaling of 1.23 with a standard deviation of 0.15. This
value is smaller than those reported by Siebesma and Jonker (2000) (1.32) and
Cahalan and Joseph (1989) (1.33, for clouds smaller than 0.5 km in diameter).
A possible explanation for this difference could be the active contours algo-
rithm used to compute the perimeter, as it tends to produce slightly smoothed
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contours which then lead to a smaller perimeter.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the potential of ground-based stereo cameras for studies of
cloud evolution and morphology was investigated. A dense stereo analysis
was applied to the image data of two spatially separated pairs of hemispheric
cameras. The obtained geometries were used to segment and track a cloud
during its life-cycle and estimate its vertical structure and dimension. The
case of a highly tilted cumulus cloud was investigated and its vertical overlap
analyzed via its tilting angle of more than 46◦. In a future analysis, such
results could be valuable for a comparison to respective statistics derived from
LES (Corbetta et al., 2015) or the sensed reflectivity profiles of cloud radars
if available(Oue et al., 2016).
A geometric life-cycle analysis was conducted on a developing cumulus cloud
observed from two separated camera pairs. The result was a time series of key
geometric aspects, such as cloud top height, equivalent diameter, perimeter
and further derived measures like aspect ratio or perimeter scaling. The re-
sults indicate that during a clouds’ life-cycle the aspect ratio follows a power-
law functional relationship. A future application to a larger number of cumuli
might include an extended set of distributed stereo cameras and more sophisti-
cated cloud segmentation tools (compare Chapter 7). Also, the analysis could
be extended to estimate the nearest neighbor spacing of clouds (Joseph and
Cahalan, 1990), which is still subject of current research.
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7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the 3-D stereo reconstruction of clouds with ground-based hemi-
spheric sky cameras was investigated to evaluate its suitability for studies of
cloud evolution, LES validation and radiative transfer under cloudy conditions.
The experimental setup included a large-scale stereo configuration of sky cam-
eras to derive 3-D cloud boundaries for large parts of the local cloud field and
to monitor the life-cycle of individual clouds from different view perspectives.
State-of-the-art stereo analysis tools were used to analyze the collected im-
age data showing various cloud types and also multi-layer cloud situations.
The obtained 3-D cloud boundaries were compared to the corresponding ob-
servations from a nearby lidar-ceilometer and a cloud radar to evaluate the
accuracy and reliability of such a camera system. The computation of optical
flow from sequences of stereo images allowed to derive cloud motion vectors
and characterize macroscopic cloud motion and dynamics. The technique was
then used to conduct a life-cycle analysis of individual clouds and it was shown
how the technique can be applied to derive relevant geometric information for
LES validation and cloud evolution studies.
For the experimental camera setup, two and later four sky cameras were
assembled and composed to form two spatially separated stereo cameras, each
providing complementary geometric data about the local cloud field. Cali-
bration of the internal camera projection parameters was accomplished by a
calibration software from the Department for Photogrammetry and Geodesy of
the University of Bonn, which was designed to handle fisheye projections. An
important aspect of such a large-scale stereo application lies in the estimation
of the absolute and relative orientation of two cameras.
A sufficiently accurate absolute orientation for each camera was achieved
by recording night sky images and use stars as reference points. The relative
orientation between a camera pair, which is crucial for an accurate stereo
matching and subsequent reconstruction, was refined using a large number
of distinctive cloud feature correspondences, such as convective towers, cloud
fractions or the cellular structure of an altocumulus layer (Sec. 3.2).
Before a stereo analysis was conducted, the input images were preprocessed
by an epipolar image rectification designed for fisheye projections, which was
used to transform the original stereo images in such a way that they reflected
an optimal camera configuration, i.e. both cameras having equal orientation,
separated along the x-axis of the reference camera and having equal projec-
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tion parameters (Sec. 3.3). This allowed to apply state-of-the-art dense stereo
matching algorithms that seek an image correspondence for each image pixel
rather than only a sparse set of distinctive image features. The obtained 3-D
cloud models showed a high degree of geometric completeness and consistence,
which was advantageous for segmentation and tracking of individual clouds
(compare Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 6.2). A method inter-comparison between the dense
stereo matching algorithm using epipolar rectified images and a high-accuracy
multi-view reconstruction algorithm that operates on the original, unrectified
images showed differences of mostly below 70 m for a cumulus cloud 3 km
distant (Sec. 4.3).
In Chapter 4 the cloud reconstructions were compared to observations from
co-located lidar-ceilometer and a 35-GHz cloud radar. It was shown that the
method is able to reconstruct large parts of the local cloud field and the prin-
cipal geometry of clouds.
Average estimated cloud base height often showed good agreement to the
lidar-derived values with a difference bias of mostly below 1 - 2% of CBH, but
also a few occasions with a significant bias of 3-5% of CBH (Sec. 4.5). Standard
deviation of geometric difference was found smaller for well-structured clouds
like altocumulus than for heterogeneous stratocumulus or cumulus clouds,
yielding values of about 50 m (1.5% of CBH) and 100 to 150 m (7 - 10 %
of CBH) respectively.
While a validation of zenith CBH was done in previous studies, a compari-
son to the reflectivity profile by a cloud radar was not conducted before. The
comparison of cross-section profiles between the stereo cameras and the sensed
reflectivity profiles by a cloud radar showed good agreement for clouds crossing
at zenith with average differences well below 100 m (Sec. 4.4). Larger incon-
sistencies were observed for more distant clouds (3-5 km distance), for which
the decreasing sensitivity of the radar is a likely explanation. While the stereo
method suffers from a higher geometric uncertainty in low-contrast areas, such
as the cloud base, the analysis also indicates that the cameras are better able
to detect smaller cloud patches, edges and parts of the cloud base than the
radar due to the higher sensitivity in the visible spectrum.
The camera system can be used to capture cloud motion by tracking cloud
features over sequences of images (Sec. 5). For cloud layers, which are geo-
metrically relatively homogeneous and show little deformation, the estimated
velocity deviated less than 1 ms−1 from the observations by a nearby wind-
lidar, while motion direction was accurate within 7◦ to 10◦. A cloud motion
analysis also allowed to detect and quantify macroscopic deformation patterns
and distinguish areas of different dynamics, such as changes of direction due
to vertical wind-shear (Sec. 5.4.3). Since the method is limited to the visual
information given by a cloud, it is generally not suited to quantify its internal
dynamics.
This thesis was motivated by the potential of 3-D stereo reconstruction to
provide cloud envelope reconstructions suitable for LES validation and cloud
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evolution studies. In Sec. 6.2 a developing cumulus cloud was reconstructed
and tracked by two spatially separated camera pairs to analyze the 3-D geom-
etry of its highly tilted cloud body. The tilt was caused by moderate vertical
wind shear, which could be confirmed by the estimated cloud motion vectors.
The observation from two different view perspectives allowed to estimate the
clouds’ height-resolved diameter, which was used to compute the tilting angle
of the cloud. In Sec. 6.3, the technique was used to monitor the evolution of a
developing cumulus and derive key geometric statistics, such as effective diam-
eter, perimeter, CBH and cloud top height (CTH), during its entire life-cycle.
7.2 Outlook
The results presented in this thesis show that stereo reconstruction can provide
access to key geometric information about cumulus clouds. In a next step, the
method should be applied to a statistically meaningful number of clouds and
atmospheric conditions. Also, the analysis should be extended to cloud field
statistics, which requires a larger camera network and some improvements to
the 3-D reconstruction and analysis methods. Also, there are further applica-
tions that could benefit from such a stereo camera system, but were not part
of this thesis.
Extended Cloud Field Analysis
Since hemispheric sky imagers allow to monitor the local cloud field, a further
analysis should include the spatial organization of cumulus cloud populations
and its development over the diurnal cycle. Besides parameters like diameter,
cloud base height, cloud top height and perimeter (compare Chapter 6), the
cloud horizontal spacing (nearest neighbor spacing, Joseph and Cahalan, 1990)
is an important aspect that affects the radiative impact of a cloud field and is
subject of current research (Figure 7.1). Such an analysis relies on a largely au-
tomatized collection of image data and subsequent 3-D reconstruction, which
can be achieved with the methodology used in this thesis. A subsequent anal-
ysis, however, would benefit from a larger camera network and an improved
post-processing.
Extending the Camera Setup
The number of stereo cameras and their spatial configuration determine the
capabilities of a ground-based stereo camera system: A larger network cov-
ers a greater area, which is important for statistical reasons, and also allows
to observe individual clouds from multiple view perspectives, each providing
complementary 3-D data.
The current network consists of four operational cameras organized in two
stereo pairs (JOYCE and JUL). The network covers an area of approximately
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Figure 7.1: An operational stereo camera network at JOYCE can be used to derive
cloud field statistics, such as spatial organization and spacing. Left:
Original fisheye image. Right: A segmented and georeferenced cloud
field from 31 July 2015. Number index relates to the respective cloud.
Map data: Land NRW (2017) Datenlizenz Deutschland - Namensnen-
nung -Version 2.0 (www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0).
15×10 km2, since each stereo camera provides reasonable reconstructions up to
a distance of 5 km and both stereo cameras overlap by 50%. An extended net-
work may consist of additional stereo cameras equally distributed around and
oriented towards (w.r.t. geometric precision) the JOYCE supersite to achieve
a quasi-complete 3-D reconstruction of clouds near JOYCE and a high degree
of synergy among the available instruments (Figure 7.2). The stereo camera
at JOYCE could be extended to a 3-camera setup, for example in a right-
angled configuration in order to guarantee maximum reconstruction precision
in all directions (compare Sec. 3.6). For clouds that are not in the vicinity of
JOYCE, a partial reconstruction by the network still allows to derive cloud di-
ameter, perimeter, height as well as spatial organization (e.g. nearest neighbor
spacing) of the cloud field within an area of at least 20×20 km2. Also, clouds
crossing the site from arbitrary directions could be tracked more reliably over
the course of their life-cycle. Note, however, that finding suitable (long-term)
locations can be challenging because each has to satisfy certain requirements,
such as a baseline length between 300 and 500 meters, an alignment towards
JOYCE and a distance of about 5 km, but also installation permissions, power
supply and an unblocked field of view (Sec. 4.1.1).
Segmentation and Tracking
Currently, the segmentation and tracking of individual clouds is still time-
consuming and requires manual user intervention. Common problems are the
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Figure 7.2: Potential future stereo camera network: Each marker represents a sin-
gle sky camera; two devices can form one stereo camera setup (color-
filled disks). Operational cameras are highlighted in green and include
the location JOYCE ( 1 ) and JUL ( 2 ), while yellow markers repre-
sent former camera locations that could be reactivated for future use.
Cyan markers indicate potential camera locations that have not been
examined yet, but seem suited. Each stereo camera, except of camera
1 , is aligned towards JOYCE. Hence, clouds near the center (marked
as I) could be fully reconstructed from all view-perspectives, while
other clouds (marked as II) could be assessed in terms of their spa-
tial extent (equivalent diameter, height) and distance to other clouds
(cloud spacing). The large area covered by the network would allow
to track individual clouds over their entire life-cycle. Map data: Land
NRW (2017) Datenlizenz Deutschland - Namensnennung -Version 2.0
(www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0).
splitting and merging of individual clouds, a limited geometric completeness
of the cloud reconstruction compared to its size, occlusions or geometric ir-
regularity. An extension of the camera network would add complementary
geometric information that would also make segmentation and tracking more
reliable. While a simple Euclidean segmentation - as used in this thesis - or
a cluster-based approach can deliver reasonable results for cloud fields with
clearly separable clouds, they are not very reliable if these conditions are not
met. Also, obtained cloud motion vectors allow monitoring the evolution of
clouds and could be used for a Lagrangian analysis similar to Kuhn et al.
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(2012) to provide a 4-D cloud life-cycle information.
Refining the Stereo Analysis
In this thesis, stereo analysis relied primarily on the semi-global block match-
ing algorithm (SGBM) implemented in the OpenCV computer vision library,
which offers high geometric completeness and sufficient accuracy while being
computationally very efficient. A typical problem of dense stereo matching
algorithms, however, are over-smoothed object boundaries when using a fixed
template window geometry to compute the pixel-wise matching cost. An adap-
tive template approach (Kanade and Okutomi, 1991; Stein et al., 2006) based
on the intensity gradient and distortion produced by the epipolar rectification
could better exploit high-frequency features in the image signal, such as the
cellular structure at the cloud top or the edges of a convective turret. Michael
et al. (2013) proposed an adaptive weighting of scan-lines during matching cost
accumulation depending on their orientation and achieved a more consistent
disparity estimation in image areas with a sharp depth gradient, i.e. an object
surface orientation perpendicular to the viewing direction in the image. Cloud
reconstruction would benefit from an improved result at the base of distant
clouds, which is currently still subject to missing and flawed disparity values.
Multi-View Cloud Reconstruction
While a large, distributed camera network allows to reconstruct different parts
of a cloud from multiple view perspectives independently, the combined re-
construction should be geometrically consistent. A degrading precision of
stereo reconstruction or geometric artifacts caused by a flawed stereo anal-
ysis, e.g. due to regularization or visual deteriorations, can produce detectable
inconsistencies and affect cloud segmentation and derived statistics, such as
cloud diameter or perimeter.
In many cases, the application of multi-view reconstruction techniques could
reduce such geometric inconsistencies and artifacts by computing a 3-D cloud
model, which is consistent with the image signal of each camera rather than
only a single image pair (stereo). Within a distributed camera network, the
cloud mask, i.e. the image classification into cloud and sky areas, provides for
each camera the cloud silhouettes. The set of all 3-D points that project to a
cloudy pixel on each cloudmask then defines the Visual Hull (Kutulakos and
Seitz, 1999), which can be used to filter out invalid 3-D object points or restrict
the range of valid disparity values during stereo analysis (Li et al., 2002; Fan
and Ferrie, 2006).
Feature-based multi-view reconstruction algorithms like PMVS (Sec. 3.5.3),
could be used to improve the geometric consistency and detail of convective
turrets. It is, however, unlikely that the full potential of such techniques could
be exploited in this application, as they work best if an object point is visible
in several images at the same time. This only applies to a small fraction of
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visible cloud boundaries because the number of cameras is likely limited to a
few or maybe a dozen, distributed within an area of about 20 km × 20 km.
Further Potential Applications
The motivation of this thesis was to explore the potential of a ground-based,
distributed system of stereo cameras for LES validation, studies of radiation
closure and cloud evolution. Its area of application is, however, not restricted
to these. The technique delivers information about the 3-D cloud morphology
in most atmospheric situations and allows to study cloud related phenomena
in general.
The investigation and forecast of deep convection (convective initiation)
could benefit from a high-resolution ground-based survey of cumulus clouds.
Size and growth rate of individual clouds, but also the local wind field are
important parameters in current forecast schemes (Walker et al., 2012). These
and other parameters are currently obtained from imagers on-board geosta-
tionary satellites like Meteosat and are affected by the limited spatial (≈ 1
km) and temporal (≈ 5 minutes) resolution, cloud tracking inaccuracies and
distorted cloud top height estimations due to advected cirrus clouds. An ad-
equately configured stereo camera system allows to observe cloud formation
within intervals of seconds and could provide useful 3-D data, especially in the
early stages of deep convection.
As renewable energy becomes increasingly important, solar energy produc-
tion is significantly affected by the small-scale variability of solar irradiance
caused by the local cloud field. Approaches exist that use a hemispheric sky
camera for a local short-term forecast of solar irradiation (Schmidt et al., 2016).
Significant errors can be attributed to missing 3-D information about the local
cloud field, including cloud base height, cloud vertical extent and cloud motion
vectors, which a dense stereo analysis could deliver. The proposed technique
is cost-effective, fast enough for real-time analysis and can be fully automated.
An operational application should, however, consider an optimization of the
cloud segmentation and tracking routine.
The cloud radar is a common instrument to derive cloud fraction profiles
(Oue et al., 2016), cloud overlap (Corbetta et al., 2015) or cloud vertical
structure in general. Simulations (Fielding et al., 2013) and the comparisons
provided in this thesis have shown that the radar sensitivity can be a signifi-
cant problem if used to derive cumulus population statistics for global climate
models. The current camera network at Ju¨lich allows to further investigate
the accuracy and representativeness of cloud radar reflectivity profiles.
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Mathematical Notation
Symbol Type Description
Ω{W,C,I,S} basis (R3) (world/camera/image/sensor) coordinate system
X,XC 3-D vector representation of an object point within the
world/camera coordinate system
x 2-D vector representation of a point on the sensor plane in
pixel coordinates
x′ 2-D vector representation of a point on the image plane in
normalized image coordinates
x′′ 3-D vector unit vector representing the projection ray related
to ΩC, spherically normalized version of XC
( ˜. . .) (N+1)-D vector homogeneous form of an N-dimensional vector,
e.g. x˜, X˜
(. . .)V - entity defined within a virtual camera reference
system, e.g. xV is the virtual equivalent of x
C 3-D vector camera center in world coordinates (ΩW)
R 3×3 matrix rotation matrix, in the context of camera orienta-
tion it maps from camera (ΩC) to world coordi-
nates (ΩW), i.e. X = R XC
K 3×3 matrix calibration matrix, homogeneous entity that maps
x˜′ to x˜
P 3×4 matrix camera matrix, homogeneous entity that maps X˜
to x˜
E 3×3 matrix essential matrix, homogeneous entity, encapsulates
the epipolar geometry and relative orientation be-
tween two cameras
b 3-D vector distance vector between two camera centers C1
and C2; unit vector if used for relative orientation
f scalar focal length, distance between the image plane to
the camera center C
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c scalar camera constant, product of focal length and num-
ber of pixels per unit length
ϕ, θ angle azimuth/zenith angle of a projection ray within
the camera reference system
β, ψ angle angular coordinates of a projection ray within the
virtual camera reference system
xC/x0 2-D vector principal point on the image/sensor plane in nor-
malized/pixel coordinates
r(θ) scalar function determines the distance between a point x′ to the
principal point xC on the model image plane de-
pending on θ
a(. . .) - approximate value of the respective entity,
e.g. aR, ax′′
ˆ(. . .) - estimated value of the respective entity, e.g. Rˆ
I 3×3 matrix identity matrix
Sb 3×3 matrix skew-symmetric matrix of a 3-D vector b
SVD - Singular Value Decomposition
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List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation Term Description
LCL lifting condensation level height at which a mechanically
lifted air parcel from the ground
starts to condensate
LFC level of free convection height at which an air parcel is
more buoyant than its surround-
ing air
CBH cloud base height height of the lower cloud bound-
ary
CTH cloud top height height of the upper cloud bound-
ary
Cu cumulus low-altitude convective cloud, vi-
sually mixed-contrast
Sc stratocumulus low-altitude stratiform cloud, vi-
sually mixed-contrast
Ac altocumulus mid-altitude cloud with cellular
structure, visually high-contrast
As altostratus mid-altitude stratiform cloud, vi-
sually low-contrast
Ci cirrus high-altitude ice cloud, visually
mixed-contrast
Cc cirrocumulus high-altitude ice cloud with cel-
lular structure, visually high-
contrast
Cs cirrostratus high-altitude stratiform ice cloud,
vsually low-contrast
Cb cumulonimbus low-altitude convective cloud of
large size and high vertical extent
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